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Calculus of Variations

Tomáš Roubíček

17.1
Introduction

The history of the calculus of variations
dates back several thousand years, fulfilling
the ambition of mankind to seek lucid prin-
ciples that govern the Universe. Typically,
one tries to identify scalar-valued function-
als having a clear physical interpretation,
for example, time, length, area, energy, and
entropy, whose extremal (critical) points
(sometimes under some constraints) repre-
sent solutions of the problem in question.
Rapid development was initiated between
the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries
when practically every leading scholar, for
example, J. Bernoulli, B. Bolzano, L. Euler,
P. Fermat, J.L. Lagrange, A.-M. Legendre,
G.W. Leibniz, I. Newton, K. Weierstrass
and many others, contributed to varia-
tional calculus; at that time, the focus
was rather on one-dimensional problems
cf. also [1–3]. There has been progress
through the twentieth century, which is
still continuing, informed by the histor-
ically important project of Hilbert [4],
Problems 19, 20, and 23] and accelerated
by the development of functional analysis,

theory of partial differential equations,
and efficient computational algorithms
supported by rigorous numerical analysis
and computers of ever-increasing power.
Modern methods allow simple formula-
tions in abstract spaces where technicalities
are suppressed, cf. Section 17.2, although
concrete problems ultimately require addi-
tional tools, cf. Section 17.3. An important
“side effect” has been the development of a
sound theory of optimization and optimal
control and of its foundations, convex and
nonsmooth analysis.

17.2
Abstract Variational Problems

Variational problems typically deal with a
real-valued functional Φ ∶ V → ℝ on an
abstract space V that is equipped with a
linear structure to handle variations and
a topological structure to handle various
continuity/stability/localization concepts.
In the simplest and usually sufficiently gen-
eral scenario, V is a Banach space1) [5] or,

1) A linear space equipped with a norm ‖ ⋅ ‖,
that is, 0 ≤ ‖u+v‖ ≤ ‖u‖+‖v‖, ‖u‖=0 ⇒ u=0,‖𝜆u‖ = 𝜆‖u‖ for any 𝜆≥0 and u, v∈V , is
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in physics, often even a Hilbert space.2) The
Banach space structure allows us to define
basic notions, such as linearity, continuity,
and convexity: Φ is called continuous if
Φ(uk) → Φ(u) for any uk → u, convex if
Φ(𝜆u + (1 − 𝜆)v) ≤ 𝜆Φ(u) + (1 − 𝜆)Φ(v)
for any u, v ∈ V and 0 ≤ 𝜆 ≤ 1, concave
if −Φ is convex, or linear if it is convex,
concave, and Φ(0) = 0.

Yet it should be pointed out that the lin-
ear structure imposed on a problem is the
result of our choice; it serves rather as a
mathematical tool used to define variations
or laws of evolution, or to devise numeri-
cal algorithms, and so on. Often, this choice
is rather artificial, especially if it leads to
nonquadratic or even nonconvex function-
als possibly with nonlinear constraints.

17.2.1
Smooth (Differentiable) Case

The Banach space structure allows further
to say that Φ is directionally differentiable if
the directional derivative at u in the direc-
tion of (variation) v, defined as

DΦ(u, v) = lim
𝜀↘0

Φ(u + 𝜀v) − Φ(u)
𝜀

, (17.1)

exists for any u, v ∈ V , and is smooth if it
is directionally differentiable and DΦ(u, ⋅) ∶
V → ℝ is a linear continuous functional;
then the Gâteaux differential Φ′(u) ∈ V ∗,
with V ∗ being the dual space,3) is defined

called a Banach space if it is complete, that
is, any Cauchy sequence {uk}k∈ℕ converges:
limmax(k,l)→∞ ‖uk−ul‖ = 0 implies that there is
u∈V such that limk→∞ ‖uk−u‖ = 0; then we
write uk → u.

2) This is a Banach space V whose norm makes the
functional V → ℝ ∶ u → ‖u+v‖2 − ‖u−v‖2 linear
for any v∈V ; in this case, we define the scalar
product by (u, v) = 1

4
‖u+v‖2 − 1

4
‖u−v‖2.

3) The dual space V ∗ is the Banach space of all
linear continuous functionals f on V with the
norm ‖f ‖∗ = sup‖u‖≤1⟨f ,u⟩, with the duality

by ⟨
Φ′(u), v

⟩
= DΦ(u, v). (17.2)

If Φ′ ∶ V → V ∗ is continuous, then Φ is
called continuously differentiable. Further-
more, u ∈ V is called a critical point if

Φ′(u) = 0, (17.3)

which is an abstract version of the
Euler–Lagrange equation. In fact, (17.3)
is a special case of the abstract operator
equation

A(u) = f with A ∶ V → V ∗, f ∈V ∗,

(17.4)

provided A = Φ′ + f for some potential Φ
whose existence requires some symmetry
of A: if A itself is Gâteaux differentiable and
hemicontinuous,4) it has a potential if, and
only if, it is symmetric, that is,⟨

[A′(u)](v),w
⟩
=
⟨
[A′(u)](w), v

⟩
(17.5)

for any u, v,w∈V ; up to a constant; this
potential is given by the formula

Φ(u) = ∫
1

0

⟨
A(𝜆u),u

⟩
d𝜆 . (17.6)

Equation (17.3) is satisfied, for example, if
Φ attains its minimum5) or maximum at u.
The former case is often connected with a
minimum-energy principle that is assumed

pairing ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ ∶ V × V ∗ → ℝ being the bilinear
form defined by ⟨f ,u⟩ = f (u).

4) This is a very weak mode of continuity, requiring
that t → ⟨A(u+tv),w⟩ is continuous.

5) The proof is simple: suppose Φ(u) = minΦ(⋅)
but Φ′(u) ≠ 0, then for some v ∈ V we
would have ⟨Φ′(u), v⟩ = DΦ(u, v) < 0
so that, for a sufficiently small 𝜀 > 0,
Φ(u+𝜀v) = Φ(u) + 𝜀

⟨
Φ′(u), v

⟩
+ o(𝜀) < Φ(u),

a contradiction.
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to govern many steady-state physical prob-
lems. The existence of solutions to (17.3)
can thus often be based on the existence
of a minimizer of Φ, which can rely on the
Bolzano–Weierstrass theorem, which states
that a lower (resp. upper) semicontinuous
functional6) on a compact7) set attains its
minimum (resp. maximum).

In infinite-dimensional Banach spaces,
it is convenient to use this theorem with
respect to weak* convergence: assum-
ing V = (V ′)∗ for some Banach space
V ′ (called the pre-dual), we say that a
sequence {uk}k∈ℕ converges weakly* to u if
limk→∞⟨uk , z⟩ = ⟨u, z⟩ for any z ∈ V ′. If V ∗

is taken instead of V ′, this mode of con-
vergence is called weak convergence. Often
V ′ = V ∗ (such spaces are called reflexive),
and then the weak* and the weak conver-
gences coincide. The Bolzano–Weierstrass
theorem underlies the direct method,8)

invented essentially in [6], for proving exis-
tence of a solution to (17.3). We say that Φ
is coercive if lim‖u‖→∞ Φ(u)∕‖u‖ = +∞.

Theorem 17.1 (Direct method) 9) Let V
have a pre-dual and Φ ∶ V → ℝ be weakly*
lower semicontinuous, smooth, and coer-
cive. Then (17.3) has a solution.

6) Lower semicontinuity of Φ means that
lim infk→∞ Φ(uk) ≥ Φ(u) for any sequence
{uk}k∈ℕ converging (in a sense to be specified)
to u; more precisely, this is sequential lower
semicontinuity, but we will confine ourselves to
the sequential concept throughout the chapter,
which is sufficiently general provided the related
topologies are metrizable.

7) A set is compact if any sequence has a converg-
ing (in the same sense as used for the semiconti-
nuity of the functional) subsequence.

8) This means that no approximation and subse-
quent convergence is needed.

9) The proof relies on coercivity of Φ, which allows
for a localization on bounded sets and then, due
to weak* compactness of convex closed bounded
sets in V , on the Bolzano–Weierstrass theorem.

AS continuous convex functionals are
also weakly* lower semicontinuous, one
gets a useful modification:

Theorem 17.2 (Direct method II) Let V
have a pre-dual and let Φ ∶ V → ℝ be
continuous, smooth, coercive, and convex.
Then (17.3) has a solution.

If Φ is furthermore strictly convex
in the sense that Φ(𝜆u+(1−𝜆)v) <
𝜆Φ(u) + (1−𝜆)Φ(v) for any u ≠ v and
0 < 𝜆 < 1, then (17.3) has at most one
solution.

We say that a nonlinear oper-
ator A ∶ V → V ∗ is monotone if⟨A(u)−A(v),u−v⟩ ≥ 0 for any u, v ∈ V .
Monotonicity of a potential nonlinear
operator implies convexity of its poten-
tial, and then Theorem 17.2 implies the
following.

Theorem 17.3 Let V be reflexive and
A ∶ V → V ∗ be monotone, hemicon-
tinuous, coercive in the sense that
lim‖u‖→∞⟨A(u),u⟩ = ∞, and possess a
potential. Then, for any f ∈ V ∗, (17.4) has
a solution.

In fact, Theorem 17.3 holds even for
mappings not having a potential but
its proof, due to Brézis [7], then relies
on an approximation and on implicit,
nonconstructive fixed-point arguments.

The solutions to (17.3) do not need to
represent the global minimizers that we
have considered so far. Local minimizers,
being consistent with physical principles
of minimization of energy, would also
serve well. The same holds for maximizers.
Critical points may, however, have a more
complicated saddle-like character. One
intuitive example is the following: let the
origin, being at the level 0, be surrounded
by a range of mountains all of height h > 0
at distance 𝜌 from the origin, but assume
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that there is at least one location v beyond
that circle, which has lower altitude. Going
from the origin to v, one is tempted to
minimize climbing and takes a mountain
pass. The Ambrosetti–Rabinowitz moun-
tain pass theorem [8] says that there is such
a mountain pass and Φ′ vanishes there.
More rigorously, we have Theorem 17.4.

Theorem 17.4 (Mountain pass) Let Φ
be continuously differentiable, satisfy the
Palais–Smale property10) and satisfy the
following three conditions:

Φ(0) = 0, (17.7a)

∃𝜌, h > 0∶ ‖u‖ = 𝜌 ⇒ Φ(u) ≥ h, (17.7b)

∃v ∈ V∶ ‖v‖ > 𝜌, Φ(v) < h. (17.7c)

Then Φ has a critical point u ≠ 0.

A similar assertion relies on a Carte-
sian structure, leading to a von Neumann’s
saddle-point theorem.

Theorem 17.5 (Saddle point)11) Let V =
Y × Z be reflexive, Φ(y, ⋅) ∶ Z → ℝ be con-
cave continuous and Φ(⋅, z) ∶ Y → ℝ be
convex continuous for any (y, z) ∈ Y × Z,
Φ(⋅, z) ∶ Y → ℝ and let −Φ(y, ⋅) ∶ Z → ℝ
be coercive for some (y, z) ∈ Y × Z. Then
there is (y, z) ∈ Y × Z so that

∀ỹ∈Y∀z̃∈Z ∶ Φ(ỹ, z) ≥ Φ(y, z) ≥ Φ(y, z̃)

and, if Φ is smooth, then Φ′(y, z) = 0.

10) More specifically, {Φ(uk)}k∈ℕ bounded and
limk→∞ ||Φ′(uk)||V ∗ = 0 imply that {uk}k∈ℕ has
a convergent subsequence.

11) The proof is nonconstructive, based on a
fixed-point argument, see, for example, [9,
Theorems 9D and 49A with Prop. 9.9]. The
original von Neumann’s version [10] dealt with
the finite-dimensional case only.

17.2.2
Nonsmooth Case

For Φ ∶ V → ℝ∪{+∞} convex, we define
the subdifferential of Φ at u as

𝜕Φ(u) =
{

f ∈V ∗; ∀v∈V ∶

Φ(v) + ⟨f ,u−v⟩ ≥ Φ(u)
}
. (17.8)

If Φ is Gâteaux differentiable, then 𝜕Φ(u) =
{Φ′(u)}, hence this notion is indeed a gen-
eralization of the conventional differential.
Instead of the abstract Euler–Lagrange
equation (17.3), it is natural to consider
the abstract inclusion 0 ∈ 𝜕Φ(u). More
generally, assuming Φ = Φ0 + Φ1 with Φ0
smooth and Φ1 convex, instead of (17.3),
we consider the inclusion

𝜕Φ1(u) + Φ′
0(u) ∋ 0. (17.9)

In view of (17.8), this inclusion can equally
be written as a variational inequality

∀v∈V ∶ Φ1(v) + ⟨Φ′
0(u), v−u⟩ ≥ Φ1(u).

(17.10)

Theorems 17.1 and 17.2 can be reformu-
lated, for example, as follows.

Theorem 17.6 Let V have a pre-dual and
let Φ0 ∶ V → ℝ be weakly* lower semicon-
tinuous and smooth, Φ1 ∶ V → ℝ∪{+∞}
convex and lower semicontinuous, and let
Φ0 + Φ1 be coercive. Then (17.9) has a solu-
tion.12)

Introducing the Fréchet subdifferential

𝜕FΦ(u) =
{

f ∈V ∗;

lim inf‖v‖→0

Φ(u+v) − Φ(u) − ⟨f , v⟩‖v‖ ≥ 0
}
,

(17.11)

12) The proof relies on existence of a minimizer of
Φ0 + Φ1 as in Theorem 17.1; then one shows
that any such a minimizer satisfies (17.9).
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the inclusion (17.9) can be written simply
as 𝜕

F
Φ(u)∋0; in fact, a calculus for Fréchet

subdifferentials can be developed for a
wider class of (sometimes called amenable)
functionals than that considered in (17.9),
cf. [11, 12].

Example 17.1 Let us consider the indica-
tor function 𝛿K of a set K ⊂ V defined as

𝛿K (u) =

{
0 if u∈K ,

+∞ if u∉K .
(17.12)

Clearly, 𝛿K is convex or lower semicon-
tinuous if (and only if ) K is convex or
closed, respectively. Assuming K convex
closed, it is not difficult to check that
𝜕𝛿K (u) = {f ∈V ∗; ∀v∈K ∶ ⟨f , v − u⟩ ≤ 0}
if u ∈ K , otherwise 𝜕𝛿K (u) = ∅. The set
𝜕𝛿K (u) is called the normal cone to K at u;
denoted also by NK (u). For the very special
case Φ1 = 𝛿K , the variational inequality
(17.10) (i.e. here also Φ′

0(u)∈−NK (u))
represents the problem of finding u∈K
satisfying

∀v∈K ∶
⟨
Φ′

0(u), v−u
⟩ ≥ 0. (17.13)

17.2.3
Constrained Problems

In fact, we saw in Example 17.1 a variational
problem for Φ0 with the constraint formed
by a convex set K . Sometimes, there still
is a need to involve constraints of the type
R(u) = 0 (or possibly more general R(u) ≤
0) for a nonlinear mapping R ∶ V → Λ with
Λ a Banach space that is possibly ordered;
we say that Λ is ordered by “≥ ” if {𝜆 ≥ 0}
forms a closed convex cone13) in Λ. Then the
constrained minimization problems reads
as follows:

13) A cone C is a set such that a𝜆 ∈ C whenever
𝜆 ∈ C and a ≥ 0.

Minimize Φ(u) subject to R(u) ≤ 0, u∈K .

(17.14)

Let us define the tangent cone TK (u) to
K at u as the closure of ∪a≥0a(K−u).
For A ∶ V → Λ linear continuous, the
adjoint operator A∗ ∶ Λ∗ → V ∗ is defined
by ⟨A∗𝜆∗,u⟩ = ⟨𝜆∗,Au⟩ for all 𝜆∗ ∈Λ∗

and u∈ V . Assuming R to be smooth,
the first-order necessary optimality
Karush—Kuhn–Tucker14) condition takes
the following form:

Theorem 17.7 (First-order condition)
Let u∈V solve (17.14) and let15)

∃ũ∈TK (u) ∶ [R′(u)](ũ) < 0 (17.15)

hold. Then there exists 𝜆∗≥∗ 016) such that17)

⟨
𝜆∗,R(u)

⟩
= 0 and (17.16a)

Φ′(u) + R′(u)∗𝜆∗ + NK (u) ∋ 0. (17.16b)

The condition (17.15) is called the
Mangasarian–Fromovitz constraint quali-
fication, while (17.16a) is called the
complementarity (or sometimes orthogo-
nality or transversality) condition and the
triple

R(u) ≤ 0, 𝜆∗ ≥∗ 0, ⟨𝜆∗,R(u)⟩ = 0 (17.17)

is called a complementarity problem. Defin-
ing the Lagrangean by

ℒ (u, 𝜆∗) = Φ(u) + 𝜆∗ ∘R(u), (17.18)

14) Conditions of this kind were first formulated in
Karush’s thesis [13] and later independently in
[14].

15) The inequality “<” in (17.15) means that a
neighborhood of [R′(u)](ũ) still lies in the cone
{𝜆 ≤ 0}.

16) The so-called dual ordering ≥∗ on Λ∗ means
that 𝜆∗ ≥∗ 0 if, and only if, ⟨𝜆∗, v⟩ ≥ 0 for all v ≥
0.

17) The linear operator R′(u)∗ ∶ Λ∗ → V ∗ is adjoint
to R′(u) ∶ V → Λ and (17.16b) is meant in V ∗.
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we can write the inclusion (17.16b) simply
as ℒ ′

u(u, 𝜆
∗) + NK (u) ∋ 0. The optimality

condition à la Example 17.1 for maximiza-
tion of ℒ (u, ⋅) ∶ Λ∗ → ℝ over the cone
{𝜆∗ ≥∗ 0} is simply R(u) ≤ 0.

If R is a convex mapping18) and K is a
convex set, then (17.15) is equivalent to
the simpler Slater constraint qualification:
∃u0 ∈ K ∶ R(u0) < 0. If Φ is also convex,
then (17.16) represents the first-order suffi-
cient optimality condition in the sense that
if (17.16) is satisfied, u solves (17.14). More-
over, the couple (u, 𝜆∗) represents a sad-
dle point for ℒ on the set K × {𝜆∗ ≥∗ 0},
and its existence can be proved by using
Theorem 17.5.

Minimization problems without the con-
straint R(u) ≤ 0 may be much easier to
solve in specific cases. In particular, one
can explicitly calculate the value D(𝜆∗) =
minu∈K ℒ (u, 𝜆∗). The functional D ∶ Λ∗ →
ℝ ∪ {−∞} is concave and

maximize D(𝜆∗) subject to 𝜆∗≥∗ 0 (17.19)

is called the dual problem. The supremum
of (17.19) is always below the infimum of
(17.14). Under additional conditions, they
can be equal to each other, and (17.19) has
a solution 𝜆∗ that can serve as the multi-
plier for (17.16). For duality theory, see, for
example, [12, Chapter 12].

In the general nonconvex case, (17.16)
is no longer a sufficient condition and
construction of such conditions is more
involved. A prototype is a sufficient second-
order condition that uses the approximate
critical cone C𝜀:

C𝜀(u) = {h∈TK (u); Φ′(u)h ≤ 𝜀‖h‖,
dist
(
R′(u)h,T−D(R(u))

) ≤ 𝜀‖h‖}
for some 𝜀 > 0:

18) In this Banach-valued case, convexity means
R(𝜆u+(1−𝜆)v) ≤ 𝜆R(u) + (1−𝜆)R(v) for any
u, v ∈ V and 0 ≤ 𝜆 ≤ 1 with ≤ referring to the
ordering in Λ.

Theorem 17.8 (Second-order condition)
Let Φ and R be twice differentiable and let
the first-order necessary condition (17.16)
with a multiplier 𝜆∗ ≥∗ 0 hold at some u and
let

∃ 𝜀, 𝛿 > 0 ∀h∈C𝜀(u) ∶

ℒ ′′
u (u, 𝜆

∗)(h, h) ≥ 𝛿‖h‖2. (17.20)

Then u is a local minimizer for (17.14).

A very special case is when R ≡ 0
and K = V : in this unconstrained case,
NK = {0}, C𝜀 = V , and (17.16) and (17.20)
become, respectively, the well-known
classical condition Φ′(u) = 0 and Φ′′(u) is
positive definite.

17.2.4
Evolutionary Problems

Imposing a linear structure allows us
not only to define differentials by using
(17.1) and (17.2) but also to defining the
derivatives du∕dt of trajectories t → u(t) ∶
ℝ → V .

17.2.4.1 Variational Principles
Minimization of the energy Φ is related to
a gradient flow, that is, a process u evolving
in time, governed by the gradient Φ′ in the
sense that the velocity du∕dt is always in
the direction of steepest descent −Φ′ of Φ.
Starting from a given initial condition u0
and generalizing it for a time-dependent
potential Φ − f (t) with f (t) ∈ V ∗, one
considers the initial-value problem (a
Cauchy problem) for the abstract parabolic
equation:

du
dt

+ Φ′(u) = f (t), u(0) = u0. (17.21)

It is standard to assume V ⊂ H , with H
a Hilbert space, this embedding being
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dense19) and continuous. Identifying H with
its own dual, we obtain a Gelfand-triple
V ⊂ H ⊂ V ∗. Then, with the coerciv-
ity/growth assumption

∃𝜖 > 0 ∶ 𝜖‖u‖p
V ≤ Φ(t,u) ≤ 1+‖u‖p

V

𝜖 (17.22)

for some 1 < p < +∞ and fixing a time
horizon T > 0, the solution to (17.21) is
sought in the affine manifold{

v∈Lp(I;V ); v(0) = u0,
dv
dt

∈Lp′ (I;V ∗)
}

(17.23)

with I = [0,T], where Lp(I;V ) stands for a
Lebesgue space of abstract functions with
values in a Banach space (here V ), which is
called a Bochner space.

By continuation, we obtain a solution
u to (17.21) on [0,+∞). If Φ is con-
vex and f is constant in time, there is
a relation to the variational principle
for Φ − f in Section 17.2.1: the function
t → [Φ−f ](u(t)) is nonincreasing and con-
vex, and u(t) converges weakly as t → ∞ to
a minimizer of Φ−f on V .

The variational principle for (17.21) on
the bounded time interval I uses the func-
tional 𝔉 defined by

𝔉(u) =∫
T

0
Φ(t,u(t)) + Φ∗

(
t, f (t) − du

dt

)
− ⟨f (t),u(t)⟩ dt + 1

2
‖u(T)‖2

H , (17.24)

where Φ∗(t, ⋅) ∶ V ∗ → ℝ ∪ {+∞} is the
Legendre conjugate to Φ(t, ⋅) ∶ V →
ℝ ∪ {+∞} defined by

Φ∗(t, f ) = sup
v∈V
⟨f , v⟩ − Φ(v); (17.25)

19) A subset is dense if its closure is the whole
space, here H.

the construction Φ(t, ⋅) → Φ∗(t, ⋅) is called
the Legendre transformation. Omitting t
for the moment, Φ∗ is convex and

Φ∗(f ) + Φ(v) ≥ ⟨f , v⟩, (17.26)

which is Fenchel’s inequality. If Φ, resp.
Φ∗, is smooth, the equality in (17.26) holds
if, and only if, f ∈Φ′(v), resp. v∈[Φ∗]′(f ).
Moreover, if Φ(⋅) is lower semicontinuous,
it holds Φ∗∗ = Φ.

The infimum of 𝔉 on (17.24) is equal
to 1

2
‖u0‖2

H . If u from (17.23) minimizes 𝔉
from (17.24), that is, 𝔉(u) = 1

2
‖u0‖2

H , then
u solves the Cauchy problem (17.21); this
is the Brezis–Ekeland–Nayroles principle
[15, 16]. It can also be used in the direct
method, see [17] or [18, Section 8.10]:

Theorem 17.9 (Direct method for (17.21))
Let Φ ∶ [0,T] × V → ℝ be a Carathéodory
function such that Φ(t, ⋅) is convex, both
Φ(t, ⋅) and Φ∗(t, ⋅) are smooth, (17.22)
holds, u0 ∈ H, and f ∈ L p′ (I;V ∗). Then
𝔉 from (17.24) attains a minimum on
(17.23) and the (unique) minimizer solves
the Cauchy problem (17.21).

One can consider another side-condition
instead of the initial condition, for example,
the periodic condition u(0) = u(T), having
the meaning that we are seeking periodic
solutions with an a priori prescribed period
T assuming f is periodic with the period T .
Instead of (17.21), one thus considers

du
dt

+ Φ′(u) = f (t), u(0) = u(T). (17.27)

Then, instead of (17.23), solutions are
sought in the linear (in fact, Banach) space{

v∈Lp(I;V ); v(0) = v(T),
dv
dt

∈Lp′ (I;V ∗)
}
. (17.28)
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The direct method now uses, instead of
(17.24), the functional

𝔉(u) =∫
T

0
Φ(t,u(t)) − ⟨f (t),u(t)⟩

+ Φ∗
(

t, f (t) − du
dt

)
dt, (17.29)

and an analog of Theorem 17.9 but using
(17.28) and (17.29); the minimum is 0
and the minimizer need not be unique, in
general.

Often, physical and mechanical
applications use a convex (in general,
nonquadratic) potential of dissipative
forces Ψ ∶ H → ℝ ∪ {+∞} leading to a
doubly nonlinear Cauchy problem:

Ψ′(du
dt
)
+ Φ′(u) = f (t), u(0) = u0. (17.30)

In fact, the hypothesis that (here abstract)
dissipative forces, say A(du∕dt), have a
potential needs a symmetry of A, cf. (17.5),
which has been under certain conditions
justified in continuum-mechanical (even
anisothermal) linearly responding sys-
tems (so that the resulting Ψ is quadratic);
this is Onsager’s (or reciprocal) symmetry
condition [19],20) cf. [20, Section 12.3].
Sometimes, (17.30) is also equivalently
written as

du
dt

= [Ψ∗]′
(
f (t)−Φ′(u)

)
, u(0) = u0,

(17.31)

where Ψ∗ again denotes the conju-
gate functional, that is, here Ψ∗(v∗) =
supv∈H⟨v∗, v⟩ − Ψ(v). If Ψ is also proper in
the sense that Ψ > −∞ and Ψ ≢ +∞, then
[Ψ∗]′ = [Ψ′]−1, which was used in (17.31).
For Ψ = 1

2
‖ ⋅ ‖2

H , we get du∕dt = f − Φ′(u),

20) A Nobel prize was awarded to Lars Onsager in
1968 “for the discovery of the reciprocal rela-
tions bearing his name, which are fundamental
for the thermodynamics of irreversible pro-
cesses.”

cf. (17.21). Thus, for f = 0, (17.31) rep-
resents a generalized gradient flow. For a
general f , a Stefanelli’s variational principle
[21] for (17.30) employs the functional

𝔉(u,w) =
(
∫

T

0
Ψ
(du

dt

)
−
⟨

f , du
dt

⟩
+ Ψ∗(w) dt + Φ(u(T)) − Φ(u0)

)+

+ ∫
T

0
Φ(u) − ⟨ f −w,u⟩ + Φ∗( f −w) dt

(17.32)

to be minimized on the affine manifold{
(u,w)∈L∞(I;V ); u(0) = u0,

du
dt

∈ Lq(I;H), w∈ Lq′ (I;H)
}
, (17.33)

where 1 < q < +∞ refers to a coerciv-
ity/growth condition for Ψ. On the set
(17.33), 𝔉(u,w) ≥ 0 always holds, and
𝔉(u,w) = 0 means that w=Ψ′(du∕dt) and
f −w=Φ′(u) a.e. (almost everywhere) on I,
that is, u solves (17.30).

Another option is to use the conjugation
and Fenchel inequality only for Ψ, which
leads to21)

𝔊(u) = ∫
T

0
Ψ
(du

dt
)
+ Ψ∗(f − Φ′(u)

)
+
⟨df

dt
,u
⟩

dt + Φ(u(T)) (17.34)

to be minimized on a submanifold {u = w}
of (17.33). The infimum is Φ(u0) − f (0) +
f (T) and any minimizer u is a solution to
(17.30). Sometimes, this is known under the
name principle of least dissipation, cf. [22]
for Ψ quadratic. The relation

𝔊(u) = Φ(u0) − f (0) + f (T) (17.35)

21) Here (17.26) reads as Ψ(du∕dt) +
Ψ∗(f −Φ′(u)) ≥ ⟨f −Φ′(u), du∕dt⟩ =⟨f , du∕dt⟩ − [dΦ∕dt](u), from which (17.34)
results by integration over [0,T].
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is sometimes called De Giorgi’s formulation
of (17.30); rather than for existence proofs
by the direct method, this formulation is
used for various passages to a limit. Note
that for f constant, the only time deriva-
tive involved in (17.34) is Ψ

(
du∕dt

)
, which

allows for an interpretation even if V is
only a metric space and thus du∕dt itself
is not defined, which leads to a theory
of gradient flows in metric spaces, cf. [23,
Theorem 2.3.3].

A combination of (17.27) and (17.30)
leads to

Ψ′
(

du
dt

)
+ Φ′(u) = f (t), u(T) = u(0),

and the related variational principle uses 𝔉
from (17.32) but withΦ(u(T))−Φ(u0) omit-
ted, to be minimized on the linear manifold
(17.33) with u0 replaced by u(T).

Many physical systems exhibit oscillatory
behavior combined possibly with attenu-
ation by nonconservative forces having a
(pseudo)potential Ψ, which can be covered
by the (Cauchy problem for the) abstract
second-order evolution equation

𝒯 ′ d2u
dt2 + Ψ′

(
du
dt

)
+ Φ′(u) = f (t),

u(0) = u0,
du
dt

(0) = v0, (17.36)

where 𝒯 ∶ H → ℝ is the positive
(semi)definite quadratic form representing
the kinetic energy. The Hamilton varia-
tional principle extended to dissipative
systems says that the solution u to (17.36)
is a critical point of the integral functional

∫
T

0
𝒯
(

du
dt

)
− Φ(u) +

⟨
f −𝔣,u

⟩
dt (17.37)

with a nonconservative force 𝔣 = Ψ′(du∕dt)
considered fixed on the affine manifold
{u∈L∞(I;V ); du∕dt∈L∞(I;H), d2u∕dt2∈
L2(I;V ∗), u(0) = u0, du∕dt = v0}, cf. [24].

17.2.4.2 Evolution Variational
Inequalities
For nonsmooth potentials, the above
evolution equations turn into inclusions.
Instead of the Legendre transformation,
we speak about the Legendre–Fenchel
transformation. For example, instead of
[Ψ∗]′ = [Ψ′]−1, we have 𝜕Ψ∗ = [𝜕Ψ]−1.
Note that variational principles based on
𝔉 from (17.24), (17.29), or (17.32) do not
involve any derivatives of Φ and Ψ and are
especially designed for nonsmooth prob-
lems, and also 𝔊 from (17.34) allows for Ψ
to be nonsmooth. For example, in the case
of (17.30), with convex but nonsmooth
Ψ and Φ, we have the doubly nonlinear
inclusion

𝜕Ψ
(

du
dt

)
+𝜕Φ(u)∋ f (t), u(0) = u0, (17.38)

and 𝔉(u,w) = 0 in (17.32) and (17.33)
means exactly that w∈𝜕Ψ(du∕dt) and
f −w∈𝜕Φ(u) hold a.e. on I,22) which (in the
spirit of Section 17.2.2) can be written as a
system of two variational inequalities for u
and w:

∀v ∶ Ψ(v) +
⟨

w, v−du
dt

⟩
≥ Ψ

(
du
dt

)
,

(17.39a)

∀v ∶ Φ(v) + ⟨ f −w, v − u⟩ ≥ Φ(u).
(17.39b)

For a systematic treatment of such multiply
nonlinear inequalities, see [25].

In applications, the nonsmoothness of
Ψ occurs typically at 0 describing activa-
tion phenomena: the abstract driving force
f −𝜕Φ(u) must pass a threshold, that is, the
boundary of the convex set 𝜕Ψ(0), in order
to trigger the evolution of u. Often, any

22) The idea behind the principle in (17.32) and
(17.33) is to apply two Fenchel inequalities to
(17.38) written as w∈𝜕Ψ(du∕dt) and f −w∈
𝜕Φ(u).
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rate dependence is neglected, and then Ψ is
degree-1 positively homogeneous.23) In this
kind of rate-independent case, Ψ∗ = 𝛿𝜕Ψ(0),
while Ψ = 𝛿∗

𝜕Ψ(0), and the De Giorgi formu-
lation (17.35) leads to the energy equality

E(T ,u(T)) + ∫
T

0
Ψ
(

du
dt

)
dt

= E(0,u0) − ∫
T

0

⟨df
dt

,u
⟩

dt

for E(t,u) = Φ(u) − ⟨ f (t),u⟩ (17.40a)

together with f (t)−Φ′(u(t))∈𝜕Ψ(0) for a.a.
(almost all) t∈[0,T]; here, in accordance
with (17.35), we assume Φ to be smooth for
the moment. This inclusion means Ψ(v) −⟨ f − Φ′(u), v⟩ ≥ Ψ(0) = 0 and, as Φ is con-
vex, we obtain the stability condition,24)

∀t∈[0,T] ∀v∈V ∶

E(t,u(t)) ≤ E(t, v) + Ψ(v−u(t)). (17.40b)

Moreover, in this rate-independent case,
𝜕Ψ∗ = N𝜕Ψ(0) and (17.31) reads du∕
dt ∈ N𝜕Ψ(0)(f − Φ′(u)). By (17.13), it means
that ⟨du∕dt, v − f + Φ′(u)⟩ ≤ 0 for any
v∈ 𝜕Ψ(0), that is,

max
v∈𝜕Ψ(0)

⟨du
dt

, v
⟩
=
⟨du

dt
, f − Φ′(u)

⟩
, (17.41)

which says that the dissipation due to the
driving force f − Φ′(u) is maximal com-
pared to all admissible driving forces pro-
vided the rate du∕dt is kept fixed; this is the
maximum dissipation principle.

In fact, (17.40) does not contain Φ′ and
thus works for Φ convex nonsmooth, too.
Actually, (17.40) was invented in [26],
where it is called the energetic formulation
of (17.38), cf. also [27].

23) This means Ψ(𝜆v) = 𝜆Ψ(v) for any 𝜆 ≥ 0.
24) By convexity of Φ, we have Φ(v) ≥

Φ(u) + ⟨Φ′(u), v−u⟩, and adding it with
Ψ(v−u) − ⟨f −Φ′(u), v−u⟩ ≥ 0, we get (17.40b).

17.2.4.3 Recursive Variational Problems
Arising by Discretization in Time
The variational structure related to the
potentials of Section 17.2.4.1 can be
exploited not only for formulation of
“global” in time-variational principles,
but, perhaps even more efficiently, to
obtain recursive (incremental) variational
problems when discretizing the abstract
evolution problems in time by using some
(semi) implicit formulae. This can serve as
an efficient theoretical method for analyz-
ing evolution problems (the Rothe method,
[28]) and for designing efficient conceptual
algorithms for numerical solution of such
problems.

Considering a uniform partition of the
time interval with the time step 𝜏 > 0 with
T∕𝜏 integer, we discretize (17.21) as

uk
𝜏
− uk−1

𝜏

𝜏
+ Φ′(uk

𝜏
) = f (k𝜏),

k = 1,… ,
T
𝜏
, u0

𝜏
= u0. (17.42)

This is also known as the implicit Euler
formula and uk

𝜏
for k = 1,… ,T∕𝜏 approxi-

mate respectively the values u(k𝜏). One can
apply the direct method by employing the
recursive variational problem for the func-
tional

Φ(u) + 1
2𝜏
‖‖u−uk−1

𝜏
‖‖2

H−
⟨

f (k𝜏),u
⟩

(17.43)

to be minimized for u. Obviously, any criti-
cal point u (and, in particular, a minimizer)
of this functional solves (17.42) and we put
u = uk

𝜏
. Typically, after ensuring existence

of the approximate solutions {uk
𝜏
}T∕𝜏

k=1 , a pri-
ori estimates have to be derived25) and then
convergence as 𝜏 → 0 is to be proved by

25) For this, typically, testing (17.42) (or its dif-
ference from k−1 level) by uk

𝜏
or by uk

𝜏
− uk−1

𝜏

(or uk
𝜏
− 2uk−1

𝜏
+ uk−2

𝜏
) is used with Young’s and

(discrete) Gronwall’s inequalities, and so on.
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various methods.26) Actually, Φ does not
need to be smooth and, referring to (17.11),
we can investigate the set-valued varia-
tional inclusion du∕dt+𝜕

F
Φ(u) ∋ f .

In specific situations, the fully implicit
scheme (17.42) can be advantageously
modified in various ways. For example, in
case Φ = Φ1 + Φ2 and f = f1 + f2, one can
apply the fractional-step method, alterna-
tively to be understood as a Lie–Trotter
(or sequential) splitting combined with the
implicit Euler formula:

uk−1∕2
𝜏 −uk−1

𝜏

𝜏
+ Φ′

1(u
k−1∕2
𝜏

) = f1(k𝜏), (17.44a)

uk
𝜏
− uk−1∕2

𝜏

𝜏
+ Φ′

2(u
k
𝜏
) ∋ f2(k𝜏), (17.44b)

with k = 1,… ,T∕𝜏 . Clearly, (17.44) leads
to two variational problems that are to be
solved in alternation.

Actually, we have needed rather the
splitting of the underlying operator
A = Φ′

1 + Φ′
2 ∶ V → V ∗ and not of its

potential Φ = Φ1 + Φ2 ∶ V → ℝ. In
case Φ ∶ V = Y × Z → ℝ, u = (y, z) and
f = (g, h) where (17.21) represents a system
of two equations

dy
dt

+ Φ′
y(y, z) = g, y(0) = y0, (17.45a)

dz
dt

+ Φ′
z(y, z) = h, z(0) = z0, (17.45b)

with Φ′
y and Φ′

z denoting partial differ-
entials, one can thus think also about
the splitting Φ′−f = (Φ′

y−g,Φ′
z−h) =

(Φ′
y−g, 0) + (0,Φ′

z−h). Then the frac-
tional method such as (17.44) yields a
semi-implicit scheme27)

26) Typically, a combination of the arguments
based on weak lower semicontinuity or com-
pactness is used.

27) Indeed, in (17.44), one has uk−1
𝜏

= (yk−1
𝜏

, zk−1
𝜏

),
uk−1∕2
𝜏 = (yk

𝜏
, zk−1

𝜏
), and eventually uk

𝜏
= (yk

𝜏
, zk

𝜏
).

yk
𝜏
−yk−1

𝜏

𝜏
+ Φ′

y(y
k
𝜏
, zk−1

𝜏
) = g(k𝜏), (17.46a)

zk
𝜏
− zk−1

𝜏

𝜏
+ Φ′

z(y
k
𝜏
, zk

𝜏
) = h(k𝜏), (17.46b)

again for k = 1,… ,T∕𝜏 . Note that the use
of zk−1

𝜏
in (17.46a) decouples the system

(17.46), in contrast to the fully implicit
formula which would use zk

𝜏
in (17.46a)

and would not decouple the original
system (17.45). The underlying varia-
tional problems for the functionals y →
Φ(y, zk−1

𝜏
) + 1

2𝜏
‖y−yk−1

𝜏
‖2 − ⟨g(k𝜏), y⟩ and

z → Φ(yk
𝜏
, z) + 1

2𝜏
‖z−zk−1

𝜏
‖2 − ⟨h(k𝜏), z⟩

represent recursive alternating varia-
tional problems; these particular problems
can be convex even if Φ itself is not;
only separate convexity28) of Φ suffices.
Besides, under certain relatively weak con-
ditions, this semi-implicit discretization is
“numerically” stable; cf. [18, Remark 8.25].
For a convex/concave situation as in
Theorem 17.5, (17.46) can be understood
as an iterative algorithm of Uzawa’s type
(with a damping by the implicit formula)
for finding a saddle point.29)

Of course, this decoupling method can
be advantageously applied to nonsmooth
situations and for u with more than two
components, that is, for systems of more
than two equations or inclusions. Even
more, the splitting as in (17.45) may yield
a variational structure of the decoupled
incremental problems even if the original
problem of the type du∕dt + A(u) ∋ 0 itself
does not have it. An obvious example for
this is A(y, z) = (Φ′

1(⋅, z)](y) , Φ
′
2(y, ⋅)](z)),

which does not need to satisfy the sym-
metry (17.5) if Φ1 ≠ Φ2 although the
corresponding semi-implicit scheme

28) This means that only Φ(y, ⋅) and Φ(⋅, z) are con-
vex but not necessarily Φ(⋅, ⋅).

29) This saddle point is then a steady state of the
underlying evolution system (17.45).
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(17.46) still possesses a “bi-variational”
structure.

Similarly to (17.42), the doubly nonlinear
problem (17.38) uses the formula

𝜕Ψ
(uk

𝜏
− uk−1

𝜏

𝜏

)
+ 𝜕Φ(uk

𝜏
) ∋ f (k𝜏) (17.47)

and, instead of (17.43), the functional

Φ(u) + 𝜏Ψ
(u−uk−1

𝜏

𝜏

)
−
⟨

f (k𝜏),u
⟩
. (17.48)

Analogously, for the second-order dou-
bly nonlinear problem (17.36) in the
nonsmooth case, that is, 𝒯 ′d2u∕dt2+
𝜕Ψ
(
du∕dt

)
+ 𝜕Φ(u) ∋ f (t), we would use

𝒯 ′ uk
𝜏
− 2uk−1

𝜏
+ uk−2

𝜏

𝜏2 + 𝜕Ψ
(uk

𝜏
−uk−1

𝜏

𝜏

)
+ 𝜕Φ(uk

𝜏
) ∋ f (k𝜏) (17.49)

and the recursive variational problem for
the functional

Φ(u) + 𝜏Ψ
(u−uk−1

𝜏

𝜏

)
−
⟨

f (k𝜏),u
⟩

+ 𝜏2𝒯
(u−2uk−1

𝜏
+uk−2

𝜏

𝜏2

)
. (17.50)

The fractional-step method and, in par-
ticular, various semi-implicit variants of
(17.47) and (17.49) are widely applicable,
too.

17.3
Variational Problems on Specific Function
Spaces

We now use the abstract framework
from Section 17.2 for concrete variational
problems formulated on specific function
spaces.

17.3.1
Sobolev Spaces

For this, we consider a bounded domain
Ω ⊂ ℝd equipped with the Lebesgue mea-
sure, having a smooth boundary Γ ∶= 𝜕Ω.
For 1≤p<∞, we will use the standard nota-
tion

Lp(Ω;ℝn) =
{

u ∶ Ω → ℝn measurable;

∫Ω
|u(x)|p dx < ∞

}
for the Lebesgue space; the addition and
the multiplication understood pointwise
makes it a linear space, and introducing the
norm

‖‖u‖‖p =
(
∫Ω
|u(x)|p dx

)1∕p

makes it a Banach space. For p = ∞,
we define ‖u‖∞ = ess supx∈Ω|u(x)| =
infN⊂Ω,measd(N)=0 supx∈Ω⧵N |u(x)|. For
1<p<∞, Lp(Ω;ℝn) is reflexive. For
1≤p<∞, Lp(Ω;ℝn)∗ = Lp′ (Ω;ℝn) with
p′ = p∕(p − 1) if the duality is defined
naturally as ⟨f ,u⟩ = ∫Ω f (x) ⋅ u(x) dx. For
p = 2, Lp(Ω;ℝn) becomes a Hilbert space.
For n = 1, we write for short Lp(Ω) instead
of Lp(Ω;ℝ).

Denoting the kth order gradient of u
by ∇ku = (𝜕k∕𝜕xi1

· · · 𝜕xik
u)1≤i1 ,…,ik≤d , we

define the Sobolev space by

W k,p(Ω;ℝn) =
{

u∈Lp(Ω;ℝn);

∇ku∈Lp(Ω;ℝn×dk )
}
,

normed by ‖‖u‖‖k,p = p
√‖u‖p

p + ‖∇ku‖p
p .

If n = 1, we will again use the shorthand
notation W k,p(Ω). If p = 2, W k,p(Ω;ℝn)
is a Hilbert space and we will write
Hk(Ω;ℝn) = W k,2(Ω;ℝn). Moreover, we
occasionally use a subspace of W k,p(Ω;ℝn)
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with vanishing traces on the boundary Γ,
denoted by

W k,p
0 (Ω;ℝn) =

{
u∈W k,p(Ω;ℝn);

∇lu = 0 on Γ, l = 0,… , k−1
}
.

(17.51)

To give a meaningful interpretation to
traces∇lu onΓ, this boundary has to be suf-
ficiently regular; roughly speaking, piece-
wise Cl+1 is enough.

We denote by Ck(Ω) the space of smooth
functions whose gradients up to the order k
are continuous on the closure Ω of Ω. For
example, we have obviously embeddings
Ck(Ω) ⊂ W k,p(Ω) ⊂ Lp(Ω); in fact, these
embeddings are dense.

An important phenomenon is the com-
pactifying effect of derivatives. A prototype
for it is the Rellich–Kondrachov theorem,
saying that H1(Ω) is compactly30) embedded
into L2(Ω). More generally, we have

Theorem 17.10 (Compact embedding)
For the Sobolev critical exponent

p∗

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
= dp∕(d−p) for p < d,
∈ [1,+∞) arbitrary for p = d,
= +∞ for p > d,

the embedding W 1,p(Ω) ⊂ Lp∗−𝜖(Ω) is com-
pact for any 0 < 𝜖 ≤ p∗−1.

Iterating this theorem, we can see, for
example, that, for p < d∕2, the embedding
W 2,p(Ω) ⊂ L[p∗]∗−𝜖(Ω) is compact; note that
[p∗]∗ = dp∕(d − 2p).

Another important fact is the compact-
ness of the trace operator u → u|Γ:

Theorem 17.11 (Compact trace operator)
For the boundary critical exponent

30) This means that the embedding is a compact
mapping in the sense that weakly converging
sequences in H1(Ω) converge strongly in L2(Ω).

p♯

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
= (dp−p)∕(d−p) for p < d,
∈ [1,+∞) arbitrary for p = d,
= +∞ for p > d,

the trace operator u → u|Γ ∶ W 1,p(Ω) ⊂
Lp♯−𝜖(Γ) is compact for any 0 < 𝜖 ≤ p♯−1.

For example, the trace operator from
W 2,p(Ω) is compact into L[p∗]♯−𝜖(Γ).31)

17.3.2
Steady-State Problems

The above abstract functional-analysis sce-
nario gives a lucid insight into concrete
variational problems leading to boundary-
value problems for quasilinear equations in
divergence form which is what we will now
focus on. We consider a bounded domain
Ω ⊂ ℝd with a sufficiently regular boundary
Γ divided into two disjoint relatively open
parts ΓD and ΓN whose union is dense in
Γ. An important tool is a generalization of
the superposition operator, the Nemytskiĭ
mapping 𝒩a, induced by a Carathéodory32)

mapping a ∶ Ω ×ℝn → ℝm by prescribing
[𝒩a(u)](x) = a(x,u(x)).

Theorem 17.12 (Nemytskiĭ mapping)
Let a ∶ Ω ×ℝn → ℝm be a Carathéodory
mapping and p, q ∈ [1,∞). Then 𝒩a maps
Lp(Ω;ℝn) into Lq(Ω;ℝm) and is continu-
ous if, and only if, for some 𝛾∈Lq(Ω) and
C < ∞, we have that

||a(x,u)|| ≤ 𝛾(x) + C||u||p∕q
.

31) To see this, we use Theorem 17.10 to obtain
W 2,p(Ω) ⊂ W 1,p∗−𝜖(Ω), and then Theorem 17.11
with p∗ − 𝜖 in place of p.

32) The Carathéodory property means measurabil-
ity in the x-variable and continuity in all other
variables.
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17.3.2.1 Second Order Systems of
Equations
First, we consider the integral functional

Φ(u) = ∫Ω
𝜑(x,u,∇u) dx +∫ΓN

𝜙(x,u) dS

(17.52a)

involving Carathéodory integrands 𝜑 ∶
Ω×ℝn×ℝn×d → ℝ and 𝜙 ∶ ΓN×ℝn → ℝ.
The functional Φ is considered on an affine
closed manifold{

u∈W 1,p(Ω;ℝn); u|ΓD
= uD

}
(17.52b)

for a suitable given u
D
; in fact, existence

of u
D
∈ W 1,p(Ω;ℝn) such u

D
= u

D
|ΓD

is
to be required. Equipped with the theory
of W 1,p-Sobolev spaces,33) one considers
a p-polynomial-type coercivity of the
highest-order term and the corresponding
growth restrictions on the partial deriva-
tives 𝜑′

F , 𝜑′
u, and 𝜙′

u with some 1 < p < ∞,
that is,

𝜑(x,u, F)∶F ≥ 𝜖||F||p + ||u||𝜖 − 1
𝜖
, (17.53a)

∃𝛾∈Lp′ (Ω) ∶ ||𝜑′
F (x,u, F)|| ≤ 𝛾(x)

+ C||u||(p∗−𝜖)∕p′+ C||F||p−1
, (17.53b)

∃𝛾∈Lp∗′ (Ω) ∶ ||𝜑′
u(x,u, F)|| ≤ 𝛾(x)

+ C||u||p∗−1−𝜖+ C||F||p∕p∗′
, (17.53c)

∃𝛾∈Lp♯′ (Γ) ∶ ||𝜙′
u(x,u)||

≤ 𝛾(x) + C||u||p♯−1−𝜖 (17.53d)

for some 𝜖 > 0 and C < ∞; we used F
as a placeholder for ∇u. A generaliza-
tion of Theorem 17.12 for Nemytskĭi
mappings of several arguments says
that (17.53b) ensures just continuity
of 𝒩𝜑′

F
∶ Lp∗−𝜖(Ω;ℝn) × Lp(Ω;ℝn×d) →

33) More general nonpolynomial growth and coer-
civity conditions would require the theory of
Orlicz spaces instead of the Lebesgue ones, cf.
[9, Chapter 53].

Lp′ (Ω;ℝn×d), and analogously also (17.53c)
works for 𝒩𝜑′

u
, while (17.53d) gives conti-

nuity of 𝒩𝜙′
u
∶ Lp♯−𝜖(Γ;ℝn) → Lp♯ ′ (Γ;ℝn).

This, together with Theorems 17.10 and
17.11, reveals the motivation for the growth
conditions (17.53b–d).

For 𝜖 ≥ 0, (17.53b–d) ensures that the
functional Φ from (17.52a) is Gâteaux dif-
ferentiable on W 1,p(Ω;ℝn). The abstract
Euler–Lagrange equation (17.3) then leads
to the integral identity

∫Ω
𝜑′
∇u(x,u,∇u)∶∇v + 𝜑′

u(x,u,∇u)⋅v dx

+ ∫ΓN

𝜙′
u(x,u)⋅v dS = 0 (17.54)

for any v ∈ W 1,p(Ω;ℝn) such that v|ΓD
= 0;

the notation “ ∶ ” or “ ⋅ ” means summation
over two indices or one index, respectively.
Completed by the Dirichlet condition on
ΓD, this represents a weak formulation of
the boundary-value problem for a sys-
tem of second-order elliptic quasilinear
equations:34)

div𝜑′
∇u(u,∇u) = 𝜑′

u(u,∇u) in Ω, (17.55a)

𝜑′
∇u(u,∇u)⋅n⃗ + 𝜙′

u(u) = 0 on ΓN, (17.55b)

u||Γ = uD on ΓD, (17.55c)

where x-dependence has been omitted
for notational simplicity. The conditions
(17.55b) and (17.55c) are called the Robin
and the Dirichlet boundary conditions,
respectively, and (17.55) is called the clas-
sical formulation of this boundary-value
problem. Any u ∈ C2(Ω;ℝn) satisfying
(17.55) is called a classical solution, while
u ∈ W 1,p(Ω;ℝn) satisfying (17.54) for
any v ∈ W 1,p(Ω;ℝn) such that v|ΓD

= 0 is

34) Assuming sufficiently smooth data as well as u,
this can be seen by multiplying (17.55a) by v,
using the Green formula ∫Ω(div a)v + a⋅v dx =
∫Γ(a ⋅ n⃗)v dS, and using v = 0 on ΓD and the
boundary conditions (17.55b) on ΓN.
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called a weak solution; note that much less
smoothness is required for weak solutions.

Conversely, taking general Carathéodory
integrands a ∶ Ω×ℝn×ℝn×d → ℝn×d , b ∶
ΓN×ℝn → ℝn, and c ∶ Ω×ℝn×ℝn×d → ℝn,
one can consider a boundary-value prob-
lem for a system of second-order elliptic
quasilinear equations

div a(u,∇u) = c(u,∇u) in Ω, (17.56a)

a(u,∇u)⋅n⃗ + b(u) = 0 on ΓN, (17.56b)

u|ΓD
= uD on ΓD. (17.56c)

Such a problem does not need to be
induced by any potential Φ; nevertheless, it
possesses a weak formulation as in (17.54),
namely, ∫Ω a(u,∇u)∶∇v + c(u,∇u) ⋅ v dx+
∫ΓN

b(u)⋅v dS = 0 for any “variation” v
as in (17.54), and related methods are
sometimes called variational in spite of
absence of a potential Φ. The existence of
such a potential requires a certain sym-
metry corresponding to that in (17.5)
for the underlying nonlinear opera-
tor A ∶ W 1,p(Ω;ℝn) → W 1,p(Ω;ℝn)∗
given by ⟨A(u), v⟩ = ∫Ω a(u,∇u)∶∇v +
c(u,∇u)⋅v dx + ∫ΓN

b(u)⋅v dS, namely,

𝜕ail(x,u, F)
𝜕Fjk

=
𝜕akj(x,u, F)

𝜕Fli
, (17.57a)

𝜕ail(x,u, F)
𝜕uj

=
𝜕cj(x,u, F)

𝜕Fli
, (17.57b)

𝜕cj(x,u, F)
𝜕ul

=
𝜕cl(x,u, F)

𝜕uj
(17.57c)

for all i, k = 1,… , d and j, l = 1,… , n and for
a.a. (x,u, F)∈Ω×ℝn×ℝn×d , and also

𝜕bj(x,u)
𝜕ul

=
𝜕bl(x,u)

𝜕uj
. (17.57d)

for all j, l = 1,… , n and for a.a. (x,u) ∈
Γ ×ℝn. Note that (17.57a–c) just means a
symmetry for the Jacobian of the map-
ping (F ,u) → (a(x,u, F), c(x,u, F)) ∶

ℝn×d ×ℝd → ℝn×d ×ℝd while (17.57d)
is the symmetry for the Jacobian of
b(x, ⋅) ∶ ℝn → ℝn.

Then (17.6) leads to the formula (17.52a)
with

𝜑(x,u, F) = ∫
1

0
a(x, 𝜆u, 𝜆F)∶F

+ c(x, 𝜆u, 𝜆F)⋅u d𝜆, (17.58a)

𝜙(x,u) = ∫
1

0
b(x, 𝜆u)⋅u d𝜆. (17.58b)

Relying on the minimization-of-energy
principle described above, which is often
a governing principle in steady-state
mechanical and physical problems, and on
Theorem 17.1 or 17.2, one can prove exis-
tence of weak solutions to the boundary-
value problem by the direct method; cf. e.g.
[29–32]. Theorem 17.2 imposes a strong
(although often applicable) structural
restriction that 𝜑(x, ⋅, ⋅) ∶ ℝn×ℝn×d → ℝ
and 𝜙(x, ⋅) ∶ ℝn → ℝ are convex for a.a. x.

Yet, in general, Theorem 17.1 places
fewer restrictions on 𝜑 and 𝜙 by requiring
only weak lower semicontinuity of Φ. The
precise condition (i.e., sufficient and neces-
sary) that guarantees such semicontinuity
of u → ∫Ω 𝜑(x,u,∇u) dx on W 1,p(Ω;ℝn) is
called W 1,p-quasiconvexity, defined in a
rather nonexplicit way by requiring

∀x∈Ω ∀u∈ℝn ∀F ∈ℝn×d ∶ 𝜑(x,u, F) =

= inf
v∈W 1,p

0 (O;ℝd )∫O

𝜑(x,u, F+∇v(𝜉))
measd(O)

d𝜉,

where O ⊂ ℝd is an arbitrary smooth
domain. This condition cannot be ver-
ified efficiently except for very special
cases, unlike, for example, polyconvexity
which is a (strictly) stronger condition.
Subsequently, another type of con-
vexity, called rank-one convexity, was
introduced by Morrey [33] by requiring
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𝜆 → 𝜑(x,u, F+𝜆a⊗b) ∶ ℝ → ℝ to be con-
vex for any a∈ℝd , b∈ℝn, [a⊗b]ij = aibj.
For smooth 𝜑(x,u, ⋅), rank-one convexity
is equivalent to the Legendre–Hadamard
condition 𝜑′′

FF (x,u, F)(a⊗b, a⊗b) ≥ 0 for
all a∈ℝn and b∈ℝd . Since Morrey’s
[33] introduction of quasiconvexity, the
question of its coincidence with rank-one
convexity had been open for many decades
and eventually answered negatively by
Šverák [34] at least if n ≥ 3 and d ≥ 2.
Weak lower semicontinuity of the bound-
ary integral u → ∫Ω 𝜙(x,u) dS in (17.52a)
does not entail any special structural con-
dition because one can use compactness
of the trace operator, cf. Theorem 17.11.
Here, Theorem 17.1 leads to the following
theorem:

Theorem 17.13 (Direct method) Let
(17.53) hold with 𝜖 > 0, let 𝜑(x,u, ⋅) be qua-
siconvex, and let u

D
∈ W 1−1∕p,p(ΓD;ℝn).35)

Then (17.54) has a solution, that is, the
boundary-value problem (17.55) has a
weak solution.

For n = d, an example for a quasiconvex
function is 𝜑(x,u, F) = 𝔣(x,u, F , det F) with
a convex function 𝔣(x,u, ⋅, ⋅) ∶ ℝd×d ×ℝ →
ℝ. The weak lower semicontinuity of
Φ from (17.52a) is then based on the
weak continuity of the nonlinear map-
ping induced by det ∶ ℝd×d ×ℝ → ℝ if
restricted to gradients, that is,

uk → u weakly in W 1,p(Ω;ℝd) ⇒

det∇uk → det∇u weakly in Lp∕d(Ω),
(17.59)

which holds for p > d; note that nonaffine
mappings on Lebesgue spaces such as G →

35) Without going into detail concerning the so-
called Sobolev–Slobodetskĭi spaces with frac-
tional derivatives, this condition means exactly
that u

D
allows an extension onto Ω belonging

to W 1,p(Ω;ℝn).

det G with G ∈ Lp(Ω;ℝd×d) → Lp∕d(Ω)
can be continuous36) but not weakly con-
tinuous, so (17.59) is not entirely trivial.
Even less trivial, it holds for p = d locally
(i.e., in L1(K) for any compact K ⊂ Ω) if
det∇uk ≥ 0.37) Invented by Ball [36], such
functions 𝜑(x,u, ⋅) are called polyconvex,
and in general this property requires

𝜑(x,u, F) = 𝔣
(

x,u, (adjiF)
min(n,d)
i=1

)
(17.60)

for some 𝔣 ∶ Ω ×ℝn ×
∏min(n,d)

i=1 ℝ𝜅(i,n,d) →
ℝ ∪ {∞} such that 𝔣(x,u, ⋅) is convex,
where 𝜅(i, n, d) is the number of all
minors of the ith order and where
adjiF denotes the determinants of
all (i×i)-submatrices. Similarly, as in
(17.59), we have that adji∇uk → adji∇u
weakly in Lp∕i(Ω;ℝ𝜅(i,n,d)) provided
p > i ≤ min(n, d), and Theorem 17.13
directly applies if 𝔣 from (17.60) gives 𝜑

satisfying (17.53a–c).
Yet, this special structure allows for much

weaker restrictions on𝜑 if one is concerned
with the minimization of Φ itself rather
than the satisfaction of the Euler–Lagrange
equation (17.54):

Theorem 17.14 (Direct method, poly-
convex) Let 𝜑 be a normal integrand38)

satisfying (17.53a) with 𝜑(x,u, ⋅) ∶
ℝn×d → ℝ ∪ {∞} polyconvex, and let
u

D
∈W 1−1∕p,p(ΓD;ℝn). Then the minimiza-

tion problem (17.52) has a solution.

Obviously, polyconvexity (and thus
also quasi- and rank-one convexity)
is weaker than usual convexity. Only
for min(n, d) = 1, all mentioned modes
coincide with usual convexity of 𝜑(x,u, ⋅).

36) For p ≥ d, Theorem 17.12 gives this continuity.
37) Surprisingly, not only {det∇uk}k∈ℕ but even

{det∇uk ln(2+det∇uk)}k∈ℕ stays bounded in
L1(K), as proved by S. Müller in [35].

38) This means 𝜑 is measurable but 𝜑(x, ⋅, ⋅) is only
lower semicontinuous.
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Example 17.2 [Oscillation effects.] A sim-
ple one-dimensional counterexample for
nonexistence of a solution due to oscillation
effects is based on

Φ(u) = ∫
L

0

((du
dx
)2− 1

)2
+ u2 dx (17.61)

to be minimized for u ∈ W 1,4([0, L]).
A minimizing sequence {uk}k∈ℕ is, for
example,39)

uk(0) =
1
k
,

duk

dx
=

{
1 if sin(kx)>0,
−1 otherwise.

(17.62)

Then Φ(uk) = 𝒪(1∕k2) → 0 for k→∞,
so that infΦ = 0. Yet, there is no u such
that Φ(u) = 0.40) We can observe that
Theorem 17.1 (resp. Theorem 17.2) cannot
be used due to lack of weak lower semicon-
tinuity (resp. convexity) ofΦwhich is due to
nonconvexity of the double-well potential
density F → 𝜑(x,u, F) = (|F|2−1)2 + u2; cf.
also (17.105) below for a “fine limit” of the
fast oscillations from Figure 17.1.

Example 17.3 [Concentration effects.] The
condition that V in Theorems 17.1 and
17.2 has a pre-dual, is essential. A sim-
ple one-dimensional counterexample for
nonexistence of a solution in the situation
where V is not reflexive and even does not
have any pre-dual, is based on

Φ(u) =∫
1

−1
(1+x2)|||du

dx
||| dx

+ (u(−1)+1)2 + (u(1)−1)2 (17.63)

for u ∈ W 1,1([−1, 1]). If u were a minimizer,
then u must be nondecreasing (otherwise,

39) Actually, uk(0) ≠ 0 was used in (17.62) only for
a better visualization on Figure 17.1.

40) Indeed, then both ∫ L
0 ((du∕dx)2−1)2dx and

∫ L
0 u2dx would have to be zero, so that u = 0,

but then also du∕dx = 0, which however
contradicts ∫ L

0 ((du∕dx)2−1)2dx = 0.

it obviously would not be optimal), and we
can always take some “part” of the nonneg-
ative derivative of this function and add
the corresponding area in a neighborhood
of 0. This does not affect u(±1) but makes
∫ 1
−1(1+x2)|du∕dx| dx lower, contradicting

the original assumption that u is a min-
imizer. In fact, as 1+x2 in (17.63) attains
its minimum only at a single point x = 0,
any minimizing sequence {uk}k∈ℕ is forced
to concentrate its derivative around x = 0.
For example considering, for k ∈ ℕ and
𝓁 ∈ ℝ, the sequence given by

uk(x) =
𝓁kx

1 + k|x| (17.64)

yields Φ(uk) = 2𝓁 + 2(𝓁−1)2 + 𝒪(1∕k2).
Obviously, the sequence {uk}k∈ℕ
will minimize Φ provided 𝓁 = 1∕2;
then limk→∞ Φ(uk) = 3∕2 = inf Φ; see
Figure 17.2. On the other hand, this value
inf Φ cannot be achieved, otherwise such u
must have simultaneously |du∕dx| = 0 a.e.
and u(±1) = ±1∕2, which is not possible.41)

A similar effect occurs for 𝜑(F) =√
1 + |F|2 for which ∫Ω 𝜑(∇u) dx is the

area of the parameterized hypersurface
{(x,u(x)); x ∈ Ω} in ℝd+1. Minimization of
such a functional is known as the Plateau
variational problem. Hyper-surfaces of
minimal area typically do not exists in
W 1,1(Ω), especially if Ω is not convex and
the concentration of the gradient typically
occurs on Γ rather than inside Ω, cf. e.g.
[37, Chapter V].

Example 17.4 [Lavrentiev phenomenon.]
Coercivity in Theorems 17.1 and 17.2 is also
essential even if Φ is bounded from below.
An innocent-looking one-dimensional

41) This is because of the concentration
effect. More precisely, the sequence
{duk∕dx}k∈ℕ ⊂ L1(−1, 1) is not uniformly
integrable.
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u

u1

u2

u4

u8
etc.Ω L = 6π0

Figure 17.1 A minimizing sequence (17.62) for Φ from
(17.61) whose gradient exhibits faster and faster spatial
oscillations.

u
ℓ

−1 10

−ℓ

u15

etc.

u7

u3

u1
Ω

Figure 17.2 A minimizing sequence (17.64) for Φ from
(17.63) whose gradient concentrates around the point x = 0
inside Ω.

counterexample for nonexistence of a solu-
tion in the situation where V is reflexive
and Φ ≥ 0 is continuous and weakly lower
semicontinuous is based on

Φ(u) =∫
1

0
(u3−x)2

(du
dx

)6
dx

subject to u(0) = 0, u(1) = 1, (17.65)

for u ∈ W 1,6([0, 1]) = V . The minimum
of (17.65) is obviously 0, being realized
on u(x) = x1∕3. Such u ∈ W 1,1([0, 1]),
however, does not belong to W 1,6([0, 1])
because |du∕dx|6 = 3−6x−4 is not inte-
grable owing to its singularity at x = 0.
Thus (17.65) attains the minimum on
W 1,p([0, 1]) with 1 ≤ p < 3∕2 although Φ
is not (weakly lower semi-) continuous
and even not finite on this space, and
thus abstract Theorem 17.1 cannot be
used. A surprising and not entirely obvious
phenomenon is that the infimum (17.65)

on W 1,6([0, 1]) is positive, that is, greater
than the infimum on W 1,p([0, 1]) with
p < 3∕2; this effect was first observed in
[38], cf. also, e.g. [1, Section 4.3.]. Note
that W 1,6([0, 1]) is dense in W 1,p([0, 1])
but one cannot rely on Φ(uk) → Φ(u) if
uk → u in W 1,p([0, 1]) for p < 6; it can even
happen that Φ(u) = 0 while Φ(uk) → ∞
for uk → u, a repulsive effect, cf. [39,
Section 7.3]. Here 𝜑(x,u, ⋅) is not uniformly
convex, yet the Lavrentiev phenomenon
can occur even for uniformly convex 𝜑’s,
cf. [40].

17.3.2.2 Fourth Order Systems
Higher-order problems can be considered
analogously but the complexity of the prob-
lem grows with the order. Let us therefore
use for illustration fourth-order problems
only, governed by an integral functional
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Φ(u) = ∫Ω
𝜑(x,u,∇u,∇2u) dx

+∫ΓN

𝜙(x,u,∇u) dS (17.66a)

involving Carathéodory integrands
𝜑 ∶ Ω×ℝn×ℝn×d×ℝn×d×d → ℝ and
𝜙 ∶ ΓN×ℝn×ℝn×d → ℝ. The functional Φ is
considered on an affine closed manifold{

u∈W 2,p(Ω;ℝn); u|ΓD
= uD,1,

𝜕u
𝜕n⃗
|ΓD

= uD,2

}
(17.66b)

for a given suitable u
D,1

and u
D,2

. Instead
of (17.54), the abstract Euler–Lagrange
equation (17.3) now leads to the integral
identity:

∫Ω

(
𝜑′
∇2u(x,u,∇u,∇2u)⋮∇2v

+ 𝜑′
∇u(x,u,∇u,∇2u)∶∇v

+ 𝜑′
u(x,u,∇u,∇2u)⋅v

)
dx

+ ∫ΓN

(
𝜙′
∇u(x,u,∇u)⋅ 𝜕v

𝜕n⃗

+ 𝜙′
u(x,u,∇u)⋅v

)
dS = 0 (17.67)

for any v∈W 2,p(Ω;ℝn) such that v|ΓD
= 0

and 𝜕u∕𝜕n⃗|ΓD
= 0; the notation “ ⋮ ” stands

for summation over three indices. Com-
pleted by the Dirichlet conditions on ΓD,
this represents a weak formulation of the
boundary-value problem for a system of
fourth-order elliptic quasilinear equations

div2 𝜑′
∇2u(u,∇u,∇2u)

− div𝜑′
∇u(u,∇u,∇2u)

+ 𝜑′
u(u,∇u,∇2u) = 0 in Ω, (17.68a)

with two natural (although quite compli-
cated) boundary conditions prescribed on
each part of the boundary, namely,

(
div𝜑′

∇2u(u,∇u,∇2u)−𝜑′
∇u(u,∇u,∇2u)

)
⋅n⃗

+ divS

(
𝜑′
∇2u(u,∇u,∇2u)n⃗

)
−
(
divSn⃗

)(
n⃗⊤𝜑′

∇2u(u,∇u,∇2u)n⃗
)

+ 𝜙′
∇u(u,∇u) = 0 on ΓN, (17.68b)

𝜑′
∇2u(u,∇u,∇2u)∶(n⃗⊗n⃗)

+ 𝜙′
u(u,∇u) = 0 on ΓN, (17.68c)

u||Γ = uD,1,
𝜕u
𝜕n⃗
|||Γ = uD,2 on ΓD. (17.68d)

Again, (17.68) is called the classical
formulation of the boundary-value
problem in question, and its derivation
from (17.67) is more involved than in
Section 17.3.2.1. One must use a general
decomposition∇v = 𝜕v∕𝜕n⃗ + ∇Sv onΓwith
∇Sv = ∇v − 𝜕v∕𝜕n⃗ being the tangential gra-
dient of v. On a smooth boundary Γ, one
can use another (now (d−1)-dimensional)
Green-type formula on tangent spaces:42)

∫Γ
a∶(n⃗⊗∇v) dS

= ∫Γ

(
n⃗⊤an⃗

)
𝜕v
𝜕n⃗

+ a∶(n⃗⊗∇Sv) dS

= ∫Γ

(
n⃗⊤an⃗

)
𝜕v
𝜕n⃗

− divS

(
an⃗
)
v

+
(
divSn⃗

)(
n⃗⊤an⃗

)
v dS, (17.69)

where a = 𝜑′
∇2u(x,u,∇u,∇2u) and

divS = tr(∇S) with tr(⋅) being the trace
of a (d−1)×(d−1)-matrix, denotes the
(d−1)-dimensional surface divergence so
that divSn⃗ is (up to a factor −1∕2) the mean
curvature of the surface Γ. Comparing the
variational formulation as critical points of
(17.66) with the weak formulation (17.67)
and with the classical formulation (17.68),
one can see that although formally all for-
mulations are equivalent to each other, the
advantage of the variational formulations
such as (17.66) in its simplicity is obvious.

42) This “surface” Green-type formula reads
∫Γ w∶((∇Sv)⊗n⃗) dS = ∫Γ(divSn⃗)(w∶(n⃗⊗n⃗))v −
divS(w⋅n⃗)v dS.
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As in (17.56), taking general Carathéo-
dory integrands a ∶ Ω×ℝn×ℝn×d×ℝn×d×d

→ ℝn×d×d , b ∶ Ω×ℝn×ℝn×d×ℝn×d×d →
ℝn×d , c ∶ Ω×ℝn×ℝn×d×ℝn×d×d → ℝn,
d ∶ ΓN×ℝn×ℝn×d → ℝn×d , and finally
e ∶ ΓN×ℝn×ℝn×d → ℝn, one can consider
a boundary-value problem for a system of
fourth-order elliptic quasilinear equations:

div2a(u,∇u,∇2u) − div b(u,∇u,∇2u)

+ c(u,∇u,∇2u) = 0 in Ω, (17.70a)

with the boundary conditions (17.68d) and

a(u,∇u,∇2u)∶(n⃗⊗n⃗)

+ d(u,∇u) = 0 on ΓN, (17.70b)(
div a(u,∇u,∇2u)−b(u,∇u,∇2u)

)
⋅n⃗

+ divS

(
a(u,∇u,∇2u)n⃗

)
−
(
divSn⃗

)(
n⃗⊤a(u,∇u,∇2u)n⃗

)
+ e(u,∇u) = 0 on ΓN. (17.70c)

Existence of a potential for which the
boundary-value problem (17.70) would
represent the Euler–Lagrange equation
(17.3) requires the symmetry for the
Jacobians of the mapping (H, F ,u) →
(a(x,u, F ,H), b(x,u, F ,H), c(x,u, F ,H)) ∶
ℝn×d×d×ℝn×d×ℝd→ℝn×d×d×ℝn×d×ℝd

and of the mapping (F ,u) → (d(x,u, F),
e(x,u, F))∶ℝn×d×ℝd→ℝn×d×ℝd ; we used
H as a placeholder for ∇2u. The formula
(17.58) then takes the form:

𝜑(x,u, F ,H) = ∫
1

0
a(x, 𝜆u, 𝜆F , 𝜆H)⋮H

+ b(x, 𝜆u, 𝜆F , 𝜆H)∶F

+ c(x, 𝜆u, 𝜆F , 𝜆H)⋅u d𝜆,
(17.71a)

𝜙(x,u, F) = ∫
1

0
d(x, 𝜆u, 𝜆F)∶F

+ e(x, 𝜆u, 𝜆F)⋅u d𝜆. (17.71b)

Analogously to Theorem 17.13, one
can obtain existence of weak solutions
by the direct method under a suitable
coercivity/growth conditions on 𝜑 and an
analogue of quasiconvexity of 𝜑(x,u, F , ⋅) ∶
ℝn×d×d → ℝ, and u

D,1
∈W 2−1∕p,p(ΓD;ℝn)

and u
D,2
∈W 1−1∕p,p(ΓD;ℝn).

So far, we considered two Dirichlet-type
conditions (17.68d) on ΓD (dealing with
zeroth- and first-order derivatives) and
two Robin-type conditions (17.68b,c) on
ΓN (dealing with second- and third-order
derivatives). These arise either by fixing
both u|Γ or 𝜕u∕𝜕n⃗|Γ or neither of them,
cf. (17.66b). One can, however, think
about fixing only u|Γ or only 𝜕u∕𝜕n⃗|Γ,
which gives other two options of natural
boundary conditions, dealing with zeroth-
and second-order derivatives or first- and
third-order derivatives, respectively.

The other two combinations, namely the
zeroth- and the third-order derivatives or
the first- and the second-order derivatives,
are not natural from the variational view-
point because they overdetermine some of
the two boundary terms arising in the weak
formulation (17.67).

17.3.2.3 Variational Inequalities
Merging the previous Sections 17.3.2.1
–17.3.2.2 with the abstract scheme
from Sections 17.2.2–17.2.3, has
important applications. Let us use as
illustration Φ0 = Φ from (17.52) and
Φ1(v) = ∫Ω 𝜁(v) dx + ∫ΓN

𝜉(v) dS as in
Remark 17.1, now with some convex
𝜁, 𝜉 ∶ ℝn → ℝ ∪ {+∞}. In view of the
abstract inequality (17.10), the weak for-
mulation (17.54) gives the variational
inequality

∫Ω
𝜁 (v) + 𝜑′

∇u(x,u,∇u)∶∇(v−u)

+ 𝜑′
u(x,u,∇u)⋅(v−u) dx

+ ∫Γ
𝜉(v) + 𝜙′

u(x,u)⋅(v−u) dS
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≥ ∫Ω
𝜁 (u) dx + ∫Γ

𝜉(u) dS (17.72)

for any v ∈ W 1,p(Ω;ℝn) such that v|ΓD
= 0.

The passage from the weak formulation to
the classical boundary-value problem anal-
ogous to (17.54)−→ (17.55) leads to the dif-
ferential inclusion on Ω:

div𝜑′
∇u(u,∇u) − 𝜑′

u(u,∇u) − 𝜕𝜁 (u) ∋ 0

in Ω, (17.73a)

with another differential inclusion in the
boundary conditions

𝜑′
∇u(u,∇u)⋅n⃗ + 𝜙′

u(u) + 𝜕𝜉(u) ∋ 0

on ΓN, (17.73b)

u||Γ = uD on ΓD. (17.73c)

There is an extensive literature on mathe-
matical methods in variational inequalities,
cf. e.g. [18, 41–44].

17.3.3
Some Examples

Applications of the previous general
boundary-value problems to more spe-
cific situations in continuum physics are
illustrated in the following examples.

17.3.3.1 Nonlinear Heat-Transfer Problem
The steady-state temperature distri-
bution 𝜃 in an anisotropic nonlinear
heat-conductive body Ω ⊂ ℝ3 is described
by the balance law

div j = f with

j = −𝜅(𝜃)𝕂∇𝜃 on Ω, (17.74a)

n⃗⋅j + b(𝜃) = g on Γ, (17.74b)

where b(⋅)>0 is a boundary heat outflow,
g the external heat flux, f the bulk heat

source, and with the heat flux j governed
by the Fourier law involving a symmet-
ric positive definite matrix 𝕂∈ℝd×d and
a nonlinearity 𝜅 ∶ ℝ → ℝ+. In terms
of a and c in (17.56a), we have n = 1,
a(x,u, F) = 𝜅(u)𝕂F and c(x,u, F) = f (x)
and the symmetry (17.57b) fails, so that
(17.74) does not have the variational
structure unless 𝜅 is constant. Yet, a sim-
ple rescaling of 𝜃, called the Kirchhoff
transformation, can help: introducing the
substitution u = 𝜅(𝜃) = ∫ 𝜃

0 𝜅(𝜗) d𝜗, we
have j = −𝕂∇u and (17.74) transforms to

div(𝕂∇u) + f = 0 on Ω, (17.75a)

n⃗⊤𝕂∇u + b(𝜅−1(u)) = g on Γ, (17.75b)

which already fits in the framework of
(17.52) with 𝜑(x,u, F) = 1

2
F⊤𝕂F − f (x)u

and 𝜙(x,u) = b̃(u) − g(x)u where b̃ is a
primitive of b ∘ 𝜅−1. Eliminating the non-
linearity from the bulk to the boundary, we
thus gain a variational structure at least if
f ∈L6∕5(Ω) and g∈L4∕3(Γ) 43) and thus, by
the direct method, we obtain existence of
a solution u ∈ H1(Ω) to (17.75) as well as a
possibility of its efficient numerical approx-
imation, cf. Section 17.4.1; then 𝜃 = 𝜅−1(u)
yields a solution to (17.74). Our optimism
should however be limited because, in the
heat-transfer context, the natural integra-
bility of the heat sources is only f ∈L1(Ω)
and g∈L1(Γ), but this is not consistent with
the variational structure if d>1:

Example 17.5 [Nonexistence of minimiz-
ers] Consider the heat equation −div∇u =
0 for d = 3 and with, for simplicity, zero
Dirichlet boundary conditions, so that the
underlying variational problem is to mini-
mize ∫Ω 1

2
|∇u|2−fudx on H1

0 (Ω). Yet,

43) If d = 3, this integrability of the heat sources
is necessary and sufficient to ensure the func-
tional (u → ∫Ω fu dx + ∫Γ gu dS) to belong to
H1(Ω)∗.
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inf
u∈H1

0 (Ω)∫Ω

1
2
|∇u|2 − fu dx = −∞, (17.76)

whenever f ∈L1(Ω)⧵L6∕5(Ω).44)

17.3.3.2 Elasticity at Large Strains
A prominent application of multidimen-
sional (d > 1) vectorial (n > 1) variational
calculus is to elasticity under the hypothesis
that the stress response on the deformation
gradient is a gradient of some potential;
such materials are called hyperelastic. The
problem is very difficult especially at large
strains where the geometry of the stan-
dard Cartesian coordinates may be totally
incompatible with the largely deformed
geometry of the specimen Ω.

Here, u will stand for the deformation
(although the usual notation is rather y) and
we will consider n = d and 𝜑 = 𝜑(F) tak-
ing possibly also the value+∞. The ultimate
requirement is frame indifference, that is,
𝜑(RF) = 𝜑(F) for all R ∈ ℝd×d in the spe-
cial orthogonal group SO(d). One could
try to rely on Theorem 17.13 or 17.14. In
the former case, one can consider non-
polyconvex materials and one also has the
Euler–Lagrange equation (17.54) at one’s
disposal, but the growth condition (17.53b)
does not allow an infinite increase of energy
when the volume of the material is locally
shrunk to 0, that is, we cannot satisfy the
condition

𝜑(F) → +∞ if det F → 0+ (17.77a)

𝜑(F) = +∞ if det F ≤ 0. (17.77b)

An example for a polyconvex frame-
indifferent 𝜑 satisfying (17.77) is the Ogden
material

44) The proof is very simple: f ∉H1
0 (Ω)

∗ means‖f ‖H1
0 (Ω)∗

= supu∈W 1,∞
0 (Ω), ‖u‖1,2≤1 ∫Ω fu dx = +∞,

which further means ∫Ω fuk dx → +∞ for some
uk ∈W 1,∞

0 (Ω) such that ∫Ω 1
2
|∇uk |2 dx ≤ 1

2
, so

that ∫Ω 1
2
|∇uk |2 − fuk dx → −∞.

𝜑(F) = a1tr(F⊤F)b1

+ a2|tr(cof(F⊤F))|b2 + 𝛾(det F) (17.78)

with a1, a2, b1, b2 > 0 and 𝛾 ∶ ℝ+ → ℝ
convex such that 𝛾(𝛿) = +∞ for 𝛿 ≤ 0
and lim𝛿→0+ 𝛾(𝛿) = +∞, and where
cof(A) = (detA)A⊤, considering d = 3, and
where tr A =

∑d
i=1 Aii. Particular Ogden

materials are Mooney–Rivlin materials
with 𝜑(F) = |F|2 + |det F|2 − ln(det F) or
compressible neo-Hookean materials with
𝜑(F) = a|F|2 + 𝛾(det F). The importance
of polyconvexity is that the existence of
energy-minimizing deformation can be
based on Theorem 17.14, which allows us
to handle local nonpenetration

det(∇u) > 0 a.e. on Ω (17.79a)

involved in 𝜑 via (17.77). Handling of non-
penetration needs also the global condition

∫Ω
det(∇u) dx ≤ measd

(
u(Ω)

)
; (17.79b)

(17.79) is called the Ciarlet–Nečas nonpen-
etration condition [45]. Whether it can deal
with quasiconvex but not polyconvex mate-
rials remains an open question, however
cf. [46].

An interesting observation is that
polyconvex materials allow for an energy-
controlled stress |𝜑′(F)F⊤| ≤ C(1 + 𝜑(F))
even though the so-called Kirchhoff stress
𝜑′(F)F⊤ itself does not need to be bounded.
This can be used, for example, in sensi-
tivity analysis and to obtain modified
Euler–Lagrange equations to overcome
the possible failure of (17.54) for such
materials, cf. [46]. It is worth noting that
even such spatially homogeneous, frame-
indifferent, and polyconvex materials
can exhibit the Lavrentiev phenomenon,
cf. [47].

Another frequently used ansatz is
just a quadratic form in terms of the
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Green–Lagrange strain tensor

E = 1
2
F⊤F − 1

2
𝕀. (17.80)

An example is an isotropic material
described by only two elastic constants;
in terms of the Lamé constants 𝜇 and 𝜆, it
takes the form

𝜑(F) = 1
2
𝜆|trE|2 + 𝜇|E|2, (17.81)

and is called a St.Venant–Kirchhoff ’s mate-
rial, cf. [48, Volume I, Section 4.4]. If 𝜇 > 0
and 𝜆 > − 2

d
𝜇, 𝜑 from (17.81) is coercive in

the sense of 𝜑(F) ≥ 𝜖0|F|4 − 1∕𝜖0 for some
𝜖0 > 0 but not quasiconvex (and even not
rank-one convex), however. Therefore, exis-
tence of an energy-minimizing deforma-
tion in W 1,4(Ω;ℝd) is not guaranteed.

A way to improve solvability for non-
quasiconvex materials imitating additional
interfatial-like energy is to augment 𝜑

with some small convex higher-order
term, for example, 𝜑1(F ,H) = 𝜑(F) +∑d

i,k,l,m,n=1ℍklmn(x)HiklHimn with ℍ a (usu-
ally only small) fourth-order positive
definite tensor, and to employ the fourth-
order framework of Section 17.3.2.2. This
is the idea behind the mechanics of com-
plex (also called nonsimple or a special
micropolar) continua, cf. e.g., [49].

17.3.3.3 Small-Strain Elasticity, Lamé
System, Signorini Contact
Considering the deformation y and
displacement u(x) = y(x) − x, we write
F = ∇y = ∇u + 𝕀 and, for |∇u| small, the
tensor E from (17.80) is

E = F⊤F−𝕀
2

= (∇u)⊤+∇u+(∇u)⊤∇u
2

= 1
2
(∇u)⊤ + 1

2
∇u + o

(|∇u|), (17.82)

which leads to the definition of the
linearized-strain tensor, also called small-
strain tensor, as e(u) = 1

2
(∇u)⊤+ 1

2
∇u. In

fact, a vast amount of engineering or also,
for example, geophysical models and cal-
culations are based on the small-strain
concept. The specific energy in homo-
geneous materials is then 𝜑 ∶ ℝd×d

sym → ℝ
where ℝd×d

sym = {A ∈ ℝd×d; A⊤ = A}. In lin-
early responding materials, 𝜑 is quadratic.
An example is an isotropic material; in
terms of Lamé’s constants as in (17.81), it
takes the form

𝜑Lame(e) =
1
2
𝜆|tr e|2 + 𝜇|e|2. (17.83)

Such 𝜑
Lame

is positive definite on ℝd×d
sym if

𝜇 > 0 and 𝜆 > −(2d∕𝜇). The positive defi-
niteness of the functional ∫Ω 𝜑

Lame
(e(u)) dx

is a bit delicate as the rigid-body motions
(translations and rotations) are not taken
into account by it. Yet, fixing positive def-
initeness by suitable boundary conditions,
coercivity can then be based on the Korn
inequality

∀v∈W 1,p(Ω;ℝd), v|ΓD
= 0 ∶‖‖v‖‖W 1,p(Ω;ℝd ) ≤ Cp

‖‖e(v)‖‖Lp(Ω;ℝd×d
sym ) (17.84)

to be used for p = 2; actually, (17.84)
holds for p > 1 on connected smooth
domains with ΓD of nonzero measure,
but notably counterexamples exist for
p = 1. Then, by the direct method based
on Theorem 17.2, one proves existence
and uniqueness of the solution to the
Lamé system arising from (17.55) by con-
sidering 𝜑(x,u, F) = 𝜑

Lame
( 1

2
F⊤+ 1

2
F) and

𝜙(x,u) = g(x)u:

div 𝜎 + f = 0 in Ω

with 𝜎 = 2𝜇e(u)+𝜆(div u)𝕀, (17.85a)

𝜎n⃗ = g on ΓN, (17.85b)

u||Γ = uD on ΓD. (17.85c)

The Lamé potential (17.83) can be
obtained by an asymptotic expansion of an
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Ogden material (17.78), see [48, Volume I,
Theorem 4.10-2].

An illustration of a very specific varia-
tional inequality is a Signorini (frictionless)
contact on a third part ΓC of the boundary
Γ; so now we consider Γ divided into three
disjoint relatively open parts ΓD, ΓN, and ΓC

whose union is dense in Γ. This is a special
case of the general problem (17.72) with
𝜁 ≡ 0 and 𝜉(x,u) = 0 if u⋅n⃗(x) ≤ 0 on ΓC,
otherwise 𝜉(x,u) = +∞. In the classical
formulation, the boundary condition on ΓC

can be identified as

(𝜎n⃗)⋅n⃗ ≤ 0,
u⋅n⃗ ≤ 0,(
(𝜎n⃗)⋅n⃗

)(
u⋅n⃗
)
= 0

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ on ΓC , (17.85d)

(𝜎n⃗) − ((𝜎n⃗)⋅n⃗)n⃗ = 0 on ΓC ; (17.85e)

note that (17.85d) has a structure of a
complementarity problem (17.17) for
the normal stress (𝜎n⃗)⋅n⃗ and the normal
displacement u⋅n⃗, while (17.85e) is the
equilibrium condition for the tangential
stress.

This very short excursion into a wide area
of contact mechanics shows that it may
have a simple variational structure: In terms
of Example 17.1, the convex set K is a cone
(with the vertex not at origin if u

D
≠ 0):

K =
{

u∈H1(Ω;ℝn); u||Γ = uD on ΓD,

u⋅n⃗ ≤ 0 on ΓC

}
(17.86)

and then (17.85) is just the classical formu-
lation of the first-order condition (17.13)
for the simple problem

minimize Φ(u) =∫Ω

𝜆

2
|div u|2+ 𝜇|e(u)|2dx

subject to u∈K from (17.86).

As in Section 17.3.2.2, it again demon-
strates one of the advantages of the

variational formulation as having a much
simpler form in comparison with the
classical formulation.

17.3.3.4 Sphere-Valued Harmonic Maps
Another example is a minimization prob-
lem with 𝜑(x,u, F)=𝜔(u)+h(x)⋅u + 𝜖

2
|F|2

and the nonconvex constraint |u| = 1, that
is,

minimize Φ=∫Ω
𝜔(u)+ 𝜖

2
|∇u|2−h⋅u dx

subject to R(u) = |u|2 − 1 = 0 on Ω,
(17.87)

which has again the structure (17.14) now
with V = K = H1(Ω;ℝ3) and Λ = L2(Ω)
with the ordering by the trivial cone {0}
of “nonnegative” vectors. This may serve
as a simplified model of static micromag-
netism45) in ferromagnetic materials at low
temperatures so that the Heisenberg con-
straint |u| = 1 is well satisfied pointwise by
the magnetization vector u. Alternatively,
it may also serve as a simplified model of
liquid crystals. The weak formulation of
this minimization problem is

∫Ω
𝜖∇u∶∇(v−(u⋅v)u)

+
(
𝜔′(u)−h

)
⋅
(
v−(u⋅v)u

)
dx = 0 (17.88)

for any v ∈ H1(Ω;ℝ3) with |v|2 = 1 a.e. on
Ω; for 𝜔 ≡ 0 cf. [50, Section 8.4.3]. The cor-
responding classical formulation then has
the form

− div(𝜖∇u) + 𝜔′(u) − h

=
(|∇u|2+ (𝜔′(u)−h)⋅u

)
u in Ω, (17.89a)

𝜖∇u⋅n⃗||Γ = 0 on Γ.
(17.89b)

45) In this case, 𝜔 ∶ ℝ3 → ℝ is an anisotropy
energy with minima at easy-axis magnetization
and 𝜖 > 0 is an exchange-energy constant, and
h is an outer magnetic field. The demagnetizing
field is neglected.
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Comparing it with (17.16) with NK ≡ {0}
and R′ = 2×identity on L2(Ω;ℝ3), we can
see that 𝜆∗ = 1

2
|∇u|2+ 1

2
(𝜔′(u)−h)⋅u plays

the role of the Lagrange multiplier for the
constraint |u|2 = 1 a.e. on Ω.

Let us remark that, in the above-
mentioned micromagnetic model, R
is more complicated than (17.87) and
involves also the differential constraints

div(h−u) = 0 and rot h = j (17.90)

with j assumed fixed, which is the (steady
state) Maxwell system where j is the electric
current, and the minimization in (17.87) is
to be done over the couples (u, h); in fact,
(17.90) is considered on the wholeℝ3 with j
fixed and u vanishing outside Ω.

17.3.3.5 Saddle-Point-Type Problems
In addition to minimization principles,
other principles also have applications. For
example, for the usage of the mountain
pass Theorem 17.4 for potentials such as
𝜑(u, F) = 1

2
|F|2 + c(u) see [50, Section 8.5]

or [51, Section II.6].
Seeking saddle points of Lagrangeans

such as (17.18) leads to mixed formula-
tions of various constrained problems. For
example, the Signorini problem (17.85)
uses Φ(u) = ∫Ω 𝜑

Lame
(e(u)) dx + ∫ΓN

g⋅u dS,
R ∶ u → u⋅n⃗ ∶ H1(Ω;ℝd) → H1∕2(ΓC), and
D = {v ∈ H1∕2(ΓC); v ≤ 0}. The saddle
point (u, 𝜆∗) ∈ H1(Ω;ℝd) × H−1∕2(ΓC)
with u|ΓD

= g and 𝜆∗ ≤ 0 on ΓC exists
and represents the mixed formulation of
(17.85); then 𝜆∗ = (𝜎n⃗)⋅n⃗ and cf. also the
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions (17.16)
with NK ≡ {0}, cf. e.g. [37, 43].

Another example is a saddle point
on H1

0 (Ω;ℝ
d) × L2(Ω) for ℒ (u, 𝜆∗) =

∫Ω 1
2
|∇u|2 + 𝜆∗div u dx that leads to the

system

−Δu + ∇𝜆∗ = 0 and div u = 0, (17.91)

which is the Stokes system for a steady
flow of viscous incompressible fluid. The
primal formulation minimizes ∫Ω 1

2
|∇u|2dx

on H1
0 (Ω;ℝ

d) subject to div u = 0. The
Karush—Kuhn–Tucker conditions (17.16)
with R ∶ u → div u ∶ H1

0 (Ω;ℝ
d) → L2(Ω)

and the ordering of D = {0} as the cone of
nonnegative vectors gives (17.91).

17.3.4
Evolutionary Problems

Let us illustrate the Brezis–Ekeland–
Nayroles principle on the initial-boundary-
value problem for a quasilinear parabolic
equation

𝜕u
𝜕t

− div
(|∇u|p−2∇u

)
= g in Q, (17.92a)

u = 0 on Σ, (17.92b)

u(0, ⋅) = u0 in Ω (17.92c)

with Q=[0,T]×Ω and Σ=[0,T]×Γ. We
consider V = W 1,p

0 (Ω) equipped with the
norm ‖u‖1,p = ‖∇u‖p, Φ(u) = (1∕p)‖∇u‖p

p
and ⟨f (t),u⟩ = ∫Ω g(t, x)u(x) dx. Let us use
the notation Δp ∶ W 1,p

0 (Ω) → W−1,p′ (Ω) =
W−1,p

0 (Ω)∗ for the p-Laplacian; this means
Δpu = div(|∇u|p−2∇u). We have that

Φ∗(𝜉) = 1
p′
‖‖𝜉‖‖p′

W−1,p′ (Ω)

= 1
p′
‖‖Δ−1

p 𝜉‖‖p
1,p = 1

p′
‖‖∇Δ−1

p 𝜉‖‖p
p .

Thus we obtain the following explicit form
of the functional 𝔉 from (17.24):

𝔉(u) = ∫Q

1
p
|∇u|p + (𝜕u

𝜕t
− g
)

u

+ 1
p′
|||∇Δ−1

p

(
𝜕u
𝜕t

− g
)|||pdxdt

+ ∫Ω

1
2
||u(T)||2 dx. (17.93)

We can observe that the integrand in
(17.93) is nonlocal in space, which is, in
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fact, an inevitable feature for parabolic
problems, cf. [52].

Wide generalization to self-dual prob-
lems of the type (Lx,Ax) ∈ 𝜕ℒ (Ax, Lx) are
in [53], covering also nonpotential situa-
tions such as the Navier–Stokes equations
for incompressible fluids and many others.

Efficient usage of the “global” varia-
tional principles such as (17.24), (17.32), or
(17.34) for parabolic equations or inequal-
ities is, however, limited to theoretical
investigations. Of much wider applicability
are recursive variational problems aris-
ing by implicit or various semi-implicit
time discretization as in Section 17.2.4.3,
possibly combined also with spatial dis-
cretization and numerical algorithms
leading to computer implementations,
mentioned in Section 17.4.1 below.

Other, nonminimization principles have
applications in hyperbolic problems of
the type 𝜌𝜕2u∕𝜕t2 − div

(|∇u|p−2∇u
)
= g

where the Hamilton principle (17.37) leads
to seeking a critical point of the functional
∫ T

0 ∫Ω 𝜌|𝜕u∕𝜕t|2 − (1∕p)|∇u|p + g⋅u dxdt.

17.4
Miscellaneous

The area of the calculus of variations is
extremely wide and the short excursion
above presented a rather narrow selection.
Let us at least briefly touch a few more
aspects.

17.4.1
Numerical Approximation

Assuming {Vk}k∈ℕ is a nondecreasing
sequence of finite-dimensional linear sub-
spaces of V whose union is dense, that is,

∀v ∈ V ∃vk ∈ Vk ∶ vk → v, (17.94)

we can restrict the original variational
problem of V to Vk . Being finite dimen-
sional, Vk possesses a basis and, in terms
of coefficients in this basis, the restricted
problem then becomes implementable on
computers. This is the simplest idea behind
numerical approximation, called the Ritz
method [54] or, rather in a more general
nonvariational context, also the Galerkin
method [55]. This idea can be applied on an
abstract level to problems in Section 17.2.
In the simplest (conformal) version instead
of (17.3), one is to seek uk ∈ Vk such that

∀v∈Vk ∶ ⟨Φ′(uk), v⟩ = 0; (17.95)

such uk is a critical point of the restriction
of Φ on Vk , that is, of Φ ∶ Vk → ℝ.

One option is to solve numerically the
system of nonlinear equations (17.95) iter-
atively, for example, by the (quasi) Newton
method. Yet, the variational structure can
advantageously be exploited in a number
of other options such as the conjugate-
gradient or the variable-metric methods, cf.
e.g. [56, Section 7]. Then approximate sat-
isfaction of optimality conditions typically
serves as a stopping criterion for an itera-
tive strategy; in this unconstrained case, it
is the residual in (17.95) that is to be small.
For constrained problems, the methods of
Section 17.2.3 can be adapted.

Application to concrete problems in
Section 17.3.2 on function spaces opens
further interesting possibilities. Typically,
Vk are chosen as linear hulls of piecewise
polynomial functions {vkl}l=1,…,Lk

whose
supports in Ω are only very small sets so
that, for most pairs (l1, l2), we have that
∫Ω ∇ivkl1

⋮∇jvkl2
dx = 0; more precisely,

this holds for each pair (l1, l2) for which
supp(vkl1

) ∩ supp(vkl2
) = ∅. For integral

functionals Φ from (17.52) or (17.66a),
the system of algebraic equations resulting
from (17.95) is sparse, which facilitates its
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implementation and numerical solution
on computers; this is the essence of the
finite-element method.

Phenomena discussed in
Examples 17.2–17.5 can make the
approximation issue quite nontrivial.
For Lavrentiev-type phenomena, see, for
example, [39]. An example sure to lead to
this phenomenon is the constraint |u|2 = 1
in Section 17.3.3.4, which is not compatible
with any polynomial approximation so
that plain usage of standard finite-element
approximation cannot converge.

All this can be applied to time-discretized
evolution problems from Section 17.2.4.3,
leading to implementable numerical
strategies for evolution problems from
Sections 17.2.4.1 and 17.2.4.2.

17.4.2
Extension of Variational Problems

Historically, variational problems have
been considered together with the
Euler–Lagrange equations in their clas-
sical formulations, that is, in particular,
the solutions are assumed to be con-
tinuously differentiable. Here (17.55) or
(17.70) are to be considered holding point-
wise for u ∈ C2(Ω;ℝd) and C4(Ω;ℝd),
respectively. Yet, such classical solutions
do not need to exist46) and thus the weak
formulations (17.54) and (17.67) repre-
sent a natural extension (using the density
C2k(Ω) ⊂ W k,p(Ω)) of the original problems
defined for smooth functions. The adjec-
tive “natural” here means the extension
by continuity, referring to the continuity

46) Historically the first surprising example
for a minimizer of a (17.52) with 𝜑 = 𝜑(F)
smooth uniformly convex, which was only in
W 1,∞(Ω;ℝm) but not smooth is due to Nečas
[57], solving negatively the 19th Hilbert’s prob-
lem [4] if d > 1 and m > 1 are sufficiently high.
An example for even u ∉ W 1,∞(Ω;ℝm) for
d = 3 and m = 5 is in [58].

of Φ ∶ C2k(Ω;ℝd) → ℝ with respect to
the norm of W k,p(Ω;ℝd) provided natural
growth conditions on 𝜑 and 𝜙 are imposed;
for k = 1; see (17.53). Weak solutions thus
represent a natural generalization of the
concept of classical solutions.

In general, the method of extension by
(lower semi)continuity is called relaxation.
It may provide a natural concept of gener-
alized solutions with some good physical
meaning. One scheme, related to the min-
imization principle, deals with situations
when Theorem 17.1 cannot be applied
owing to the lack of weak* lower semi-
continuity. The relaxation then replaces
Φ by its lower semicontinuous envelope Φ
defined by

Φ(u) = lim inf
v→u weakly*

Φ(v). (17.96)

Theorem 17.1 then applies to Φ instead
of the original Φ, yielding thus a gener-
alized solution to the original variational
problem. The definition (17.96) is only con-
ceptual and more explicit expressions are
desirable and sometimes actually available.
In particular, if n=1 or d=1, the integral
functional (17.52a) admits the formula

Φ(u) =∫Ω
𝜑∗∗(x,u,∇u) dx + ∫ΓN

𝜙(x,u) dS,
(17.97)

where 𝜑∗∗(x,u, ⋅) ∶ ℝn×d → ℝ denotes the
convex envelope of 𝜑(x,u, ⋅), that is, the
maximal convex minorant of 𝜑(x,u, ⋅). In
Example 17.2, Φ is given by (17.97) with

𝜑∗∗(u, F) =

{
u2+

(|F|2−1
)2 if |F| ≥ 1,

u2 if |F| < 1,

cf. Figure 17.3, and with 𝜙 = 0, and the
only minimizer of Φ on W 1,4(Ω) is u = 0,
which is also a natural W 1,4-weak limit of all
minimizing sequences forΦ, cf. Figure 17.1.
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𝜑(u, ⋅)

𝜑** (u, ⋅)

F

Figure 17.3 A convex envelope 𝜑∗∗(u, ⋅) of the
double-well potential 𝜑(u, ⋅).

Fast oscillations of gradients of these
minimizing sequences can be interpreted
as microstructure, while the minimizers
of Φ bear only “macroscopical” infor-
mation. This reflects the multiscale
character of such variational problems.
In general, if both n > 1 and d > 1,
(17.97) involves the quasiconvex enve-
lope 𝜑♯(x,u, ⋅) ∶ ℝn×d → ℝ rather than 𝜑∗∗;
this is defined by

∀x∈Ω ∀u∈ℝn ∀F ∈ℝn×d ∶ 𝜑♯(x,u, F)

= inf
v∈W 1,p

0 (O;ℝn)∫O

𝜑(x,u, F+∇v(x̃))
measd(O)

dx̃ ;

this definition is independent of O but is
only implicit and usually only some upper
and lower estimates (namely, rank-one con-
vex and polyconvex envelopes) are known
explicitly or can numerically be evaluated.

To cope with both nonconvexity and with
the unwanted phenomenon of nonexis-
tence as in Example 17.2, one can consider
singular perturbations, such as

Φ𝜀(u) = ∫Ω
𝜑(x,u,∇u) + 𝜀ℍ∇2u⋮∇2u dx

+ ∫ΓN

𝜙(x,u) dS (17.98)

with a positive definite fourth-
order tensor ℍ and small 𝜀 > 0; cf.
also ℍ in Section 17.3.3.2. Under the
growth/coercivity conditions on 𝜑 and 𝜙

induced by (17.53) with 1 < p < 2∗, (17.98)
possesses a (possibly nonunique) mini-
mizer u𝜀 ∈ W 2,2(Ω;ℝd). The parameter

𝜀 determines an internal length scale of
possible oscillations of ∇u𝜀 occurring if
𝜑(x,u, ⋅) is not convex, cf. also Figure 17.4.
As 𝜀 is usually very small, it makes sense
to investigate the asymptotics when it
approaches 0. For 𝜀 → 0, the sequence
{u𝜀}𝜀>0 possesses a subsequence converg-
ing weakly in W 1,p(Ω;ℝd) to some u and
every such a limit u minimizes the relaxed
functional

Φ(u) = ∫Ω
𝜑♯(x,u,∇u) dx + ∫ΓN

𝜙(x,u) dS.

(17.99)

The possible fast spatial oscillations of the
gradient are smeared out in the limit.

To record some information about such
oscillations in the limit, one should make a
relaxation by continuous extension rather
than only by weak lower semicontinuity.
To ensure the existence of solutions, the
extended space should support a com-
pact topology which makes the extended
functional continuous; such a relaxation is
called a compactification. If the extended
space also supports a convex structure (not
necessarily coinciding with the linear struc-
ture of the original space), one can define
variations, differentials, and the abstract
Euler–Lagrange equality (17.13); then we
speak about the convex compactification
method, cf. [59].

A relatively simple example can be the
relaxation of the micromagnetic prob-
lem (17.87)–(17.90) that, in general, does
not have any solution if 𝜀 = 0 due to
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nonconvexity of the Heisenberg
constraint |u| = 1. One can embed
the set of admissible u’s, namely
{u∈L∞(Ω;ℝ3);u(x)∈S for a.a. x} with
the sphere S = {|s| = 1} ⊂ ℝ3 into a larger
set 𝒴 (Ω; S) = {𝜈 = (𝜈x)x∈Ω; 𝜈x a proba-
bility47) measure on S and x → 𝜈x weakly*
measurable}; the embedding is realized by
the mapping u → 𝜈 = (𝛿u(x))x∈Ω where 𝛿s
denotes here the Dirac measure supported
at s ∈ S. The elements of 𝒴 (Ω; S) are
called Young measures [60]48) and this set is
(considered as) a convex weakly* compact
subset of L∞

w∗(Ω;M(S))where M(S) ≅ C(S)∗
denotes the set of Borel measures on S.49)

The problem (17.87)–(17.90) with 𝜀 = 0
then allows a continuous extension

minimize Φ(𝜈, h)

=∫
Ω
∫

S

𝜔(s)−h⋅s 𝜈x(ds)dx

subject to div(h−u) = 0, rot h = j,

𝜈∈𝒴 (Ω; S),

with u(x) =∫S
s 𝜈x(ds) for x∈Ω. (17.100)

The functional Φ is a continuous extension
of (u, h) → Φ(u, h) from (17.87), which is
even convex and smooth with respect to
the geometry of L∞

w∗(Ω;M(S)) × L2(Ω;ℝ3).
Existence of solutions to the relaxed

47) The adjective “probability” means here a pos-
itive measure with a unit mass but does not
refer to any probabilistic concept.

48) In fact, L.C. Young had already introduced
such measures in 1936 in a slightly different
language even before the theory of measure
had been invented. For modern mathemati-
cal theory see, for example, [30, Chapter 8],
[61, Chapter 6–8], [62, Chapter 2], or [59,
Chapter 3].

49) “L∞
w∗” denotes “weakly* measurable” essentially

bounded” mappings, and L∞
w∗(Ω;M(S)) is a dual

space to L1(Ω;C(S)), which allows to intro-
duce the weak* convergence that makes this set
compact.

problem (17.100) is then obtained by
Theorem 17.1 modified for the constrained
case. Taking into account the convexity
of 𝒴 (Ω; S), the necessary and sufficient
optimality conditions of the type (17.13)
for (17.100) lead, after a disintegration, to a
pointwise condition

∫S
ℌh(x, s) 𝜈x(ds) = max

s∈S
ℌh(x, s),

with ℌh(x, s) = h(x)⋅s−𝜔(s) (17.101)

to hold for a.a. x∈Ω with h satisfying
the linear constraints in (17.100), that is,
div(h−u) = 0, rot h = j, and u =∫S s 𝜈(ds).
The integrand of the type ℌh is some-
times called a Hamiltonian and conditions
like (17.101), the Weierstrass maximum
principle, formulated here for the relaxed
problem and revealed as being a stan-
dard condition of the type (17.13) but
with respect to a nonstandard geometry
imposed by the space L∞

w∗(Ω;M(S)). The
solutions to (17.100) are typically nontrivial
Young measures in the sense that 𝜈x is not
a Dirac measure. From the maximum prin-
ciple (17.101), one can often see that they
are composed from a weighted sum of a
finite number of Dirac measures supported
only at such s∈S that maximizes ℌh(x, ⋅).
This implies that minimizing sequences for
the original problem (17.87)–(17.90) with
𝜀 = 0 ultimately must exhibit finer and
finer spatial oscillations of u’s; this effect is
experimentally observed in ferromagnetic
materials, see Figure 17.4.50) In fact, a small
parameter 𝜀 > 0 in the original problem
(17.87)–(17.90) determines the lengthscale
of magnetic domains and also the typical
width of the walls between the domains.
For the Young measure relaxation in
micromagnetism see, for example, [61, 63].

50) Actually, the minimization-energy principle
governs magnetically soft materials where
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20 μm

Figure 17.4 Fast spatial oscillations of the magnetization
vector minimizing Φ from (17.87)–(17.90) with a double-
well potential 𝜔 forming a fine microstructure in a ferro-
magnetic tetragonal single-crystal of NiMnGa with only one
axis of easy magnetization normal to the observed surface.
(Courtesy O. Heczko, Institute of Physics, ASCR.)

A relaxation by continuous extension of
the originally discussed problem (17.52) is
much more complicated because the vari-
able exhibiting fast-oscillation tendencies
(i.e., ∇u) is in fact subjected to some dif-
ferential constraint (namely, rot (∇u) = 0)
and because, in contrast to the previous
example, is valued on the whole ℝn×d ,
which is not compact. We thus use only a
subset of Young measures, namely,

𝒢 p(Ω;ℝn×d) =
{
𝜈∈𝒴 (Ω;ℝn×d);

∃u∈W 1,p(Ω;ℝn) ∶

∇u(x) =∫ℝn×d
F 𝜈x(dF) ∀a.a.x∈Ω,

∫Ω ∫ℝn×d
|F|p 𝜈x(dF)dx < ∞

}
.

The relaxed problem to (17.52) obtained by
continuous extension then has the form

minimize Φ(𝜈, h)=∫ ∫
Ω ℝn×d

𝜑(u, F) 𝜈x(dF)dx

+ ∫Γ
𝜙(u) dS

subject to ∇u(x) =∫ℝn×d
F 𝜈x(dF) ∀a.a.x,

(u, 𝜈)∈W 1,p(Ω;ℝn)×𝒢 p(Ω;ℝn×d).
(17.102)

the hysteresis caused by pinning effects is
not dominant.

Proving existence of solutions to (17.102)
is possible although technically com-
plicated51) and, moreover, 𝒢 p(Ω;ℝn×d)
is unfortunately not a convex subset of
L∞

w∗(Ω;M(ℝn×d)) if min(n, d) > 1. Only if
n = 1 or d = 1, we can rely on its convexity
and derive Karush—Kuhn–Tucker-type
necessary optimality conditions of the type
(17.13) with 𝜆∗ being the multiplier to
the constraint ∇u(x) =∫ℝn×d F 𝜈x(dF); the
adjoint operator [R′]∗ in (17.16) turns “∇”
to “div.” The resulted system takes the form

∫
ℝn×d

ℌu,𝜆∗ (x, F) 𝜈x(dF) = max
F∈ℝn×d

ℌu,𝜆∗ (x, F),

with ℌu,𝜆∗ (x, F) = 𝜆∗(x)⋅F−𝜑(x,u(x), F)

div 𝜆∗ = ∫ℝn×d
𝜑′

u(u, F) 𝜈x(dF) on Ω,

𝜆∗⋅n⃗ + 𝜙′
u(u) = 0 on Γ, (17.103)

cf. [59, Chapter 5]. If 𝜑(x,u, ⋅) is convex,
then there exists a standard weak solution
u, that is, 𝜈x = 𝛿∇u(x), and (17.103) simplifies
to

51) Actually, using compactness and the direct
method must be combined with proving and
exploiting that minimizing sequences {uk}k∈ℕ
for (17.52) have {|∇uk |p; k ∈ ℕ} uniformly
integrable if the coercivity (17.53a) with p > 1
holds.
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ℌu,𝜆∗ (x,∇u(x)) = maxF∈ℝn×d ℌu,𝜆∗ (x, F),

div 𝜆∗ = 𝜑′
u(u,∇u) on Ω,

𝜆∗⋅n⃗ + 𝜙′
u(u) = 0 on Γ. (17.104)

One can see that (17.104) combines the
Weierstrass maximum principle with a half
of the Euler–Lagrange equation (17.55).
If 𝜑(x,u, ⋅) is not convex, the oscillatory
character of ∇u for minimizing sequences
can be seen from (17.103) similarly as in
the previous example, leading to nontrivial
Young measures.

We can illustrate it on Example 17.2,
where (17.103) leads to the system
d𝜆∗∕dx = 2u and du∕dx = ∫ℝ F 𝜈x(dF)
on (0, 6𝜋) with the boundary conditions
𝜆∗(0) = 0 = 𝜆∗(6𝜋) and with the Young
measure {𝜈x}0≤x≤6𝜋 ∈ 𝒴 4((0, 6𝜋);ℝ)
such that 𝜈x is supported on the
finite set {F ∈ℝ; 𝜆∗(x)F − (|F|2−1)2 =
maxF̃∈ℝ 𝜆∗(x)F̃ − (|F̃|2−1)2}. The (even
unique) solution of this set of conditions is

u(x) = 0, 𝜆∗(x) = 0, 𝜈x =
1
2
𝛿1 +

1
2
𝛿−1

(17.105)

for x ∈ (0, 6𝜋). This (spatially constant)
Young measure indicates the character of
the oscillations of the gradient in (17.62).

Having in mind the elasticity interpre-
tation from Section 17.3.3.2, this effect is
experimentally observed in some special
materials, see Figure 17.5;52) for modeling
of such microstructure by nonconvex prob-
lems see, for example, [20, 62, 64–66].

Models based on relaxation of continu-
ous extensions such as (17.100) or (17.102),
are sometimes called mesoscopical, in
contrast to the original problems such as
(17.87)–(17.90) or (17.98) with small 𝜀 > 0,

52) Actually, Figure 17.5 refers to a multidimen-
sional vectorial case (i.e., d > 1 and n > 1)
where (17.103) is not available.

which are called microscopical, while the
models using original spaces but lower
semicontinuous extensions such as (17.97),
which forget any information about fine
microstructures, are called macroscopical.

17.4.3
𝚪-Convergence

We saw above various situations where the
functional itself depends on a parameter. It
is then worth studying convergence of such
functionals. In the context of minimization,
a prominent role is played by Γ-convergence
introduced by De Giorgi [67], sometimes
also called variational convergence or epi-
graph convergence, cf. also [68–70]. We say
that the functional Φ is the Γ-limit of a
sequence {Φk}k∈ℕ if

∀uk → u ∶ lim inf
k→∞

Φk(uk) ≥ Φ(u),

(17.106a)

∀u∈V ∃ {uk}k∈ℕ with uk → u ∶

lim sup
k→∞

Φk(uk) ≤ Φ(u).

(17.106b)

One interesting property justifying this
mode of convergence is the following:

Theorem 17.15 (Γ-convergence.) If Φk →
Φ in the sense (17.106) and if uk mini-
mizes Φk , then any converging subsequence
of {uk}k∈ℕ yields, as its limit, a minimizer
of Φ.53)

Identifying theΓ-limit (if it exists) in con-
crete cases can be very difficult. Few rela-
tively simple examples were, in fact, already
stated above.

53) The proof is simply by a contradiction, assum-
ing that Φ(u) > Φ(v) for u = liml→∞ ukl

and
some v ∈ V and using (17.106) to have a
recovery sequence vk → v so that Φ(v) =
lim infk→∞ Φk(vk) ≥ lim infk→∞ Φk(uk) ≥ Φ(u).
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0.1 mm

Figure 17.5 Oscillations of the
deformation gradient minimizing
Φ with a 6-well potential 𝜑(F):
an orthorhombic martensite
microstructure in a single-crystal
of CuAlNi. (Courtesy H. Seiner,
Inst. of Thermomechanics, ASCR.)

A simple example is the numerical
approximation in Section 17.4.1 where we
had the situation

Vk ⊂ Vk+1 ⊂ V for k∈ℕ, and (17.107a)

Φk(v) =

{
Φ(v) if v∈Vk ,

+∞ otherwise.
(17.107b)

Let us further suppose that Φ is continuous
with respect to the convergence used in
(17.94). Then Φk Γ-converges to Φ.54) Note
that lower semicontinuity of Φ would not
be sufficient for it, however.55)

Another example of (17.106) with
the weak topology we already saw
is given by singular perturbations:
the functionals Φ𝜀 ∶ W 1,p(Ω;ℝd) →
ℝ ∪ {+∞} defined by (17.98) for
u ∈ W 1,p(Ω;ℝd) ∩ W 2,2(Ω;ℝd) and by
+∞ for u ∈ W 1,p(Ω;ℝd) ⧵ W 2,2(Ω;ℝd)
Γ-converge, for 𝜀 → 0, to Φ from (17.52)
if 𝜑(x,u, ⋅) is quasiconvex, otherwise
one should use Φ from (17.99). Alter-
natively, if Φ𝜀 is extended to the Young

54) Indeed, (17.106a) holds because Φk ≥ Φk+1 ≥ Φ
due to (17.107a). For any v̂ ∈ V , there is v̂k ∈
Vk such that v̂k → v̂. Then limk→∞ Φk (̂vk) =
limk→∞ Φ(̂vk) = Φ(̂v) and also limk→∞ v̂k = v in
V so that {v̂k}k∈ℕ is a recovery sequence for
(17.106b).

55) A simple counterexample is Φ = +∞ every-
where except some v ∈ V ⧵ ∪k∈ℕVk ; then Φk ≡
∞ obviously does not Γ-converge to Φ.

measures by +∞ if the Young measure
is not of the form {𝛿∇u(x)}x∈Ω for some
u ∈ W 1,p(Ω;ℝd) ∩ W 2,2(Ω;ℝd), one Γ-
converges as 𝜀 → 0 to the functional
from (17.102).56) Similarly, (17.87)–(17.90)
Γ-converges to (17.100) if 𝜖 → 0.

Other prominent applications of Γ-
convergence are dimensional reduction
from three-dimensional problems to one-
dimensional (springs, rods, beams) or
two-dimensional (membranes, thin films,
shells, plates), or homogenization of com-
posite materials with periodic structure, cf.
e.g. [48, 71].

Glossary

A lot of notions, definitions, and assertions
are presented above. The following list tries
to sort them according subjects or disci-
plines, giving the link to particular pages
where the particular item is highlighted.
Topological notions:
Γ-convergence, p.581
continuous (weakly), p.552 (p.553)

56) Again, (17.106a) is simply due to Φ𝜀 ≥ Φ and
Φ is lower semicontinuous. The construction of
particular recovery sequences for (17.106b) is
more involved, smoothing the construction of a
recovery sequence for 𝜑♯ or for the minimizing
gradient Young measure as in [61, 2].
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compact mapping, p.563
compact set, p.553
dense, p.557
hemicontinuous mapping, p.552
lower semicontinuous, p.553

envelope, p.577
variational convergence, p.581

Linear spaces, spaces of functions:
adjoint operator, p.555
Banach space, p.551

ordered, p.555
reflexive, p.553

Bochner space Lp(I;V ), p.557
boundary critical exponent p♯, p.563
dual space, p.552
Gelfand triple V ⊂H⊂V ∗, p.557
Hilbert space, p.552
Lebesgue space Lp, p.562
pre-dual, p.553
smooth functions Ck(Ω), p.563
Sobolev critical exponent p∗, p.563
Sobolev space W k,p, p.562
Young measures, p.579

Convex analysis:
cone, p.555
convex/concave, p.552
convex mapping, p.556
Fenchel inequality, p.557
indicator function 𝛿K , p.555
Legendre conjugate, p.557
Legendre transformation, p.557
Legendre–Fenchel transformation, p.559
linear, p.552
monotone, p.553
normal cone NK (u), p.555
polyconvexity, p.566
rank-one convexity, p.565
strictly convex, p.553
subdifferential 𝜕, p.554
tangent cone TK (u), p.555

Smooth analysis:
continuously differentiable, p.552
directionally differentiable, p.552
Fréchet subdifferential 𝜕

F
, p.554

Gâteaux differential, pp.552, 564
smooth, p.552

Optimization theory:
adjoint system, p.585
constraint qualification

Mangasarian-Fromovitz, p.555
Slater, p.556

complementarity condition, p.555

critical point, p.552
dual problem, p.556
Euler–Lagrange equation, pp.552, 564
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker condition, p.555
Lagrangean ℒ (u, 𝜆∗), p.555
optimal control, p.585

relaxed, p.585
sufficient 2nd-order condition, p.556
transversality condition, p.555

Variational principles and problems:
Brezis–Ekeland–Nayroles, pp.557,575
complementarity problem, p.555
Ekeland principle, p.584
Hamilton principle, pp.559,576
Lavrentiev phenomenon, pp.567,572
least dissipation principle, p.558
minimum-energy principle, p.552
maximum dissipation, p.560
nonexistence, pp.567,571
potential, p.552

coercive, p.553
double-well, p.567
of dissipative forces, p.558

Palais–Smale property, p.554
Plateau minimal-surface problem, p.567
Pontryagin maximum principle, p.585
relaxation, p.577

by convex compactification, p.578
singular perturbations, pp.578, 582
Stefanelli principle, p.558
symmetry condition, pp.552, 565, 570

Onsager, p.558
variational inequality, p.554
Weierstrass maximum principle, p.579

Differential equations and inequalities:
abstract parabolic equation, p.556
boundary conditions, p.564
boundary-value problem, pp.564, 569
Carathéodory mapping, p.563
Cauchy problem, p.556

doubly nonlinear, p.558
classical solution, p.564
doubly nonlinear inclusion, p.559
formulation

classical, pp.564,569
De Giorgi, p.559
energetic, p.560
mixed, p.575
weak, p.564,569

generalized gradient flow, p.558
in metric spaces, p.559

Legendre–Hadamard condition, p.566
Nemytskĭi mapping, p.563
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nonsymmetric equations, p.584
nonvariational methods, p.585
quasiconvex, p.565

envelope, p.578
rate-independent, p.560
Stokes system, p.575
surface divergence divS, p.569
weak solution, p.565

Numerical techniques:
finite-element method, p.577
fractional-step method, p.561
Galerkin method, p.576
implicit Euler formula, p.560
Ritz method, p.576
Rothe method, p.560
semi-implicit scheme, p.561
sequential splitting, p.561
Uzawa algorithm, p.561

Mechanics of continua:
Ciarlet–Nečas condition, p.572
complex continuum, p.573
hyperelastic material, p.572
Kirchhoff transformation, p.571
Korn inequality, p.573
Lamé system, p.573
microstructure, pp.578,580,582
minimal surface, p.567
nonsimple continuum, p.573
Ogden material, p.572
small-strain tensor e(u), p.573
Signorini contact, p.574
St.Venant–Kirchhoff material, p.573

Some important theorems:
Bolzano–Weierstrass, p.553
compact embedding W 1,p⊂Lp∗−𝜖 , p.563
compact trace operator, p.563
direct method, p.553, 553

for elliptic problems, p.566
for parabolic problems, p.557

Γ-convergence, p.581
mountain pass, p.554
Nemytskĭi-mapping continuity, p.563
von Neumann’s saddle-point, p.554
1st-order necessary condition, p.555
2nd-order sufficient condition, p.556

Further Reading

The convex/smooth setting with one objec-
tive functional on which we primarily

focused in Section 17.2 can be extensively
generalized to nonconvex and nondiffer-
entiable cases and/or to multi-objective
situations, including dualization schemes,
optimality conditions, sensitivity analysis,
generalized equilibria, and many others,
cf. e.g. [9, 12, 37, 72–74]. Many proof
techniques are based on the remarkable
Ekeland variational principle saying that,
for a Gâteaux differentiable functional Φ
bounded from below on a Banach space V ,
holds that

∀u ∈ V , 𝜀 > 0 ∶ Φ(u) ≤ inf Φ + 𝜀

⇒ ∃v ∈ V ∶ Φ(v) ≤ Φ(u),‖v−u‖ ≤√𝜀, ‖‖Φ′(v)‖‖ ≤ √𝜀,

See, for example, [11, 31, 37], in particu-
lar, also for a general formulation in metric
spaces.

In concrete situations, solutions of vari-
ational problems often enjoy additional
properties (typically, despite the coun-
terexamples as [57, 58], some smoothness);
there is an extensive literature in this direc-
tion of regularity of solutions, for example,
[32, 50, 75].

There has been intensive effort leading
to efficient and widely applicable methods
to avoid the symmetry conditions (17.5),
cf. also (17.57), based on the concept of
monotonicity. Nonsymmetric nonlinear
monotone-type operators (possibly gener-
alized, for example, to pseudo-monotone
operators or of the types (M) or (S), etc.)
have been introduced on an abstract level
in the work of Brézis [7], Minty [76], and
others. Many monographs are available
on this topic, also applied to concrete
nonsymmetric quasilinear equations or
inequalities, cf. e.g. [18, 50, 77, 78].

Even for situations conforming with
the symmetry conditions of the type
(17.57), Example 17.5 showed that some-
times variational methods even for linear
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boundary-value problem such as

−div∇u = f on Ω, ∇u⋅n⃗ + u = g on Γ,

are not compatible with natural physi-
cal demands that the right-hand sides f
and g have an L1-structure. This is why
also nonvariational methods have been
extensively developed. One method to
handle general right-hand sides is Stam-
pacchia’s [79] transposition method, which
has been analyzed for linear problems by
Lions and Magenes [80]. Another general
method is based on metric properties and
contraction based on accretivity (instead
of compactness and monotonicity) and,
when applied to evolution problems, is
connected with the theory of nonexpansive
semigroups; from a very wide literature
cf. e.g. the monographs by Showalter [78,
Chapter 4], Vainberg [81, Chapter VII],
or Zeidler [9, Chapter 57], or also [18,
Chapter 3 and 9]. An estimation technique
fitted with L1-structure and applicable to
thermal problems possibly coupled with
mechanical or other physical systems, has
been developed in [82], cf. also e.g. [18].

In fact, for d = 1 and Ω = [0,T],
Section 17.3.2.1 dealt in particular with
a very special optimal control problem
of the Bolza type: minimize the objective
∫ T

0 𝜑(t,u(t), v(t)) dt + 𝜙(T ,u(T)) for the
initial-value problem for a simple (sys-
tem of) ordinary differential equation(s)
du∕dt = v, u(0) = u0, with the control v
being possibly subjected to a constraint
v(t) ∈ S, with t ∈ [0,T] playing the role
of time. One can also think about gen-
eralization to (systems of) nonlinear
ordinary differential equations of the
type du∕dt = f (t,u, v). If 𝜑(t,u, ⋅) is con-
vex and f (t,u, ⋅) is affine, one obtains
existence of optimal control v and the
corresponding response by the direct
method as we did in Section 17.3.2.1. If

fact, convexity of the so-called orientor
field Q(t,u) ∶= {(q0, q1); ∃ s∈S(t) ∶ q0 ≥
𝜑(t,u, s), q1 = f (t,u, s)} is decisive for
existence of optimal control. In the general
case, the existence is not guaranteed and
one can make a relaxation as we did in
(17.100) obtaining the relaxed optimal
control problem

minimize =∫
T

0 ∫S
𝜑(t,u(t), s) 𝜈t(ds)dt

subject to du
dt

=∫S
f (t,u(t), s) 𝜈t(ds)

𝜈∈𝒴 ([0,T]; S). (17.108)

The optimality conditions of the type
(17.16) results in a modification of the
Weierstrass maximum principle (17.103),
namely,

∫S
ℌu,𝜆∗ (t, s) 𝜈t(ds) = max

s̃∈S
ℌu,𝜆∗ (t, s̃) with

ℌu,𝜆∗ (t, s)=𝜆∗(t)⋅f (t,u(t), s)−𝜑(t,u(t), s),
d𝜆∗
dx

+∫S
f ′u(t,u(t), s)

⊤𝜆∗(t) 𝜈t(ds)

=∫S
𝜑′

u(t,u(t), s)
⊤ 𝜈t(ds) on [0,T],

𝜆∗(T) = 𝜙′
u(T ,u(T)). (17.109)

The linear terminal-value problem in
(17.109) for 𝜆∗ is called the adjoint system,
arising from the adjoint operator in (17.16).
Of course, if (by chance) the optimal con-
trol v of the original problem exists, then
the first condition in (17.109) reads as
ℌu,𝜆∗ (t, v(t)) = maxṽ∈S ℌu,𝜆∗ (t, ṽ). Essen-
tially, this has been formulated in [83, 84]
and later become known as the Pontryagin
maximum principle, here in terms of the
so-called relaxed controls. We can see that
it is a generalization of the Weierstrass
principle and can be derived as a standard
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker condition but with
respect to the convex geometry induced
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from the space of relaxed controls.57) One
can also consider optimal control of par-
tial differential equations instead of the
ordinary ones, cf. also [59]. There is a huge
literature about optimal control theory in
all usual aspects of the calculus of vari-
ations as briefly presented above, cf. e.g.
[73, 85, 86].
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